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The SL George Iaibor Day
celebration, rained out yesterday

Blessing on the Woods

tt* P>- *«>»> wtth the
Advertising rates based upon clrcula- i ,ame „r((gTam except that the
tion and very reasonable.
I
_ .
i ball games are being played by
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established | St. George and Waldoboro. The

Volume 88.................... Number 106

DEER ISLE A CURFEW VICTIM
Ferryman Rings the Bell At 9 In Summer and 6 In Winter
—Wanted, a Bridge

By Arthur Guiterman

ln 1846. In 1874 the Courier was estab- I
__
__
tlshed and consolidated with the Oazette j morning game was in progress
ln 1882. The Free Press was established I when this nancr went to nress
ln 1855 and ln 1891 changed Its name to j j wnen tnLS paper Henl
p
the Tribune These papers consolidated ’ and the afternoon game is to be
! played at 4 o'clock following the

♦
Romunce and stirring human tn- the winter at 6 p. m., so that at night,,
•I*
v terest are intermingled in the vigor- since Colonial days, Deer Isle resi
ous effort of some 4.000 native Maine- dents have been unable to leave the
♦ 1
island unless they sailed in their own
♦ coasters to establish continuous conMeeting called at 7 o'clock, ending In season to attend Samoset
craft.
In other words, as far as leav
M^.»a.**«.«.******(i I field sports. The evening enterBenefit Dance
♦ tact with the mainland through the ing the island ts concerned, Deer
~ | talnment will be given as originTwo persons cannot long be
♦ medium of a suspension bridge from Islanders have a 6 o'clock curfew ln
If you are interested in the future welfare of
- friends If they cannot forgive - i »«y planned. The committees
the wintertime, and a 9 o'clock curfew
♦ Deer Isle to Sargentville.
.► each other's little fallings- * j have worked very hard, and deRockland—Attend This Meeting
♦
|
Such
a
bridge,
according
to
Prank
’
In the summertime.
♦ Bruyere.
— I J serve liberal patronage today.
■ I
"So you see," said Dr L. G Tewks
4
McGuire,
head
of
the
Stonington
There advertisements are paid for by the Forty Club,
bury,
an energetic member of the
♦
Lions
Club
bridge
committee,
and
Francis Orne, Publicity Chairman
Blest be the woods and they that dwell therein:
+ widely known granite quarry opera- Lions Club bridge committee, “when
'fhe scolding squirrel and his gentler kin,
THIRTY IN SQUAD
4 1 tor. would open up to the State and the ferry shuts down there are two
The friendly chipmunk and the timid hare;
- to the nation some 120 square miles things we can do—twirl our thumbs
of virtually unknown recreation coun- or go to bed. It is a compulsory cur
But Coach Sezak Expects J
Blest lie the graceful mink, the shambling bear,
Prom the files of The Courier-Oaj
t ry—an island region of surpassing few, so to speak with tiie ferryman as
Football
*
l he beaver on his dam, the drumming grouse,
25 More In His
1 zette we learn that—
( beauty equipped with some 400 miles the papa who might Just as well say
I he hawk that loves the sky, the white-foot mouse,
Machine
A big crowd saw the Labor Day
of splendid roads which would offer 'Deer Isle children go to bed or papa
outboard races at Chickawaukie
The antlered buck that paces, proud and tall,
exceptional allurement to the tens of spank.'
j Lake, sponsored by the American Thirty men reported to Coach
"And we islanders are in this posi
With doe and dappled fawn, blest be they all !
thousands of tourists who visit Maine
Legion.
Sezak for the first practice of the
tion because of the lack of a suspen
every
summer
from
all
States
in
the
St. Oeorge won the championship season Priday morning. The plans
sion bridge to span only a matter of
Union.
Lord, bless the woods for perfect loveliness,
{of the Twilight League, with Waldoand plays for the season were ex
900 feet between Little Deer Isle and
Comparatively
few
people
have
; boro second.
For balm that heals the soul in care ami stress !
plained during the morning session
Eugene
Ryder,
88-year-old
Civil
ever heard of the Deer Lsle region j the mainland at Sargentville. At
AT 11 O'CLOCK
Keep them forever fragrant, cool and sweet !
I War veteran, bowled a suing of 115 and in the afternoon an intensive
yet the entire nation has benefited comparatively little expense a road
WALDOBORO v». ST. GEORGE
at the Star alleys.
From thunderbolt and flame, from gale and sleet,
drill was held. Practice is to be held
from its ricn natural resources Its tan be built over the bar connecting
Brother Oilbert unfolded stories morning and afternoon until school
1 TO 3 O'CLOCK
From avalanche, from torrent, drought and blight,
granite quarries, the largest in the Little Deer Isle with big Deer Lsle.
of major league baseball to a group
ATHLETIC EVENTS
From all that is unclean, from ruthless might
world, have lent strength and beauty This road is already more than half
of Interested listeners at the Country opens Sept. 11. At that time the
coach
hopes
to
add
at
least
20
more
Club.
to
scores of public buildings and completed.
AT 4 rt’CI/W’K
That gives to desolation valley, glrn
• • • •
I
Oeorge
E.
Allen,
prominent
Cammen
to
the
squad.
!
works
from Boston to L06 Angeles
WALDOBORO v». ST. GEORGE
And mountainside, God bless our woods ! Amen.
den business man and ex-represen- The squad consists of these men
"Even though oui ferry service
The beautiful and artistic fountain
j tative to Legislature, died at the age ftt "present
—From the New York Herald Tribune Conning Tower.
IN THE EVENING
nowl setting on the John D. Rockefel- were the most modern and up-to-date
i of MEnds — Hellier, Ray, Ellis, Migito,
Entertainment in I. O. O. F. Hall
j ler estate at Tarrytown, N. Y., was Imaginable with metropolitan ferry
4.++++++4 4.4.4.4.4.+++++++•!••!•■!•++++•!•<•+4-<• 44.4.4.4.4.4.4.4.-j.***
A DIFFERENT CONTEST
Welch
fashioned from Deer Isle granite; boats traversing back” and forth day
I] and
Tackles—Yeager, Bartlett, Barstow
also the .nemorlal to the Pilgrims at and night between Deer Isle and the
' and Allen.
Kents Will Pay $25 In Gold fr°r | niiorHs
_ Potzvcnn
Rubenstein
Guards —
Peterson,
Plymouth, Mass.; the Pilgrim monu mainland, the service would still be
Answers To Advertisements
ELISE ALLEN CORNER
Accardi, Glover and Morgan.
ment at Provincetown, the Drexel & slow and unsatisfactory at the best
____
1 Centers—Black and Small.
Company bank building at Philadel- And after all is said and done, the
A contest of an interestingly dif- Quarterbacks—Karl and Ladd
Labor Day Storm Wrecked the Climax At St. George
phia: the magnificent Security Trust j present rate of $3 round trip is alferent type opens today under spon- Halfbacks—Glover, Crockett, Lord
* Savings building at Los Angeles' most prohibitive to most of the reslSTAOE AND BALLROOM
Camden
’
s
Surprising
Victory
sorshlp of Kents. It consists of a
^-Thomas. Accardi and
143 MAIN ST.,
THOMASTON
TELEPHONE 134
and the Church of St. John the I dents of the island. Probably there
BRANCH IN ROCKLAND WILL BE OPENED
Divine, New York city. Hundreds of I are as many if not more car owners
series of 15 advertisements to ap- CranP
Enrollment For Fall Term During the Week of SepL 4th
pear ln this newspaper with question Crockett, star center of last year's
and did not have his usual control. buildings and bridges ln the country j P«r capita on Deer Isle than ln any
Elise Allen Corner is a Graduate of Marinoff School of Chicago
Goggin. wno succeeded him held rest upon the solid foundations ol other part of Maine, yet most of the
mark signatures (two Initials and a team 1s absent at present but Is ex
1925.and a certified pupil of Chalif.School of New York. Has studied
POST SEASON SERIES
Togus powerless, and inspired by his
surname) which the contestant fills Pccted to Join the squad soon,
Denishawn and Wayburn methods, also studied this sum
residents are obliged because of the
good work Waldoboro overcame the Deer Isle granite.
mer under the guidance of Maniloff. Kohana. Tashamlra, Billy Newin and deposits in a box at Kents.
prohibitive ferry rates to confine
When this paper went to press I Togus lead, and made a brilliant
some, Lasar Galpern and Carola Goya.
These ads will depict five distinct
STRAND THEATRE
Next ln importance to granite come their driving to the some 400 miles of
arrangements for the post nea' finish of the game. A double play by
Pupils now enrolled wlll be permitted to take part tn winter
Kuhn (unassisted) was the feature. Deer Isle fisheries, which until the roads on the Island. That ls why you
types
of
persons,
yet
the
initials
to
pu(?et
~bu,n *
recital.
106-108
sun series between Roekland
| The score:
depression were among the most often see island cars eight or ten
and St. George had not been
all 15 ads will apply to each type w(thstand the terrific storms of wlnTogus A. A.
thriving Industries on the Atlantic years old with perhaps not more than
and will require but a single answer, ter in the Northern port, cameras
made. It is assumed, however,
ab r h O A e
The correct name Is at present re-! t'.ung from cables, or from their
Andrews,
is
.
5 1 0 1 3 0 seaboard. For years Deer Lsle lob- 3000 or 4000 miles registered on the
that thr games will he played
4 2 2 0 3 0 stqgs have been famous In the exclu speedometer. There are a consider
posing ln a sealed envelope at The boems. to film them in churning seas,
Quirt 2b
Wednesday, Thursday and Fri
___ .a great liner, chartered for a picture,
Merrill,
cf
.......
....
5 0 1 2 0 0 sive restaurants of Boston. New York. able number of old residents who
REMOVAL NOTICE
Courier-Gazette office. The winner and placed in the center of a raging
day nights at 5.30 o’clock. Word
Doherty, lb ..... .... 4 3 2 12 1 1 Philadelphia and many cities. Pro have never been on the mainland
will receive $25 in gold.
aill be rirrulated as widely and
5 0 2 13 0 0
Abbott, e
storm at sea—these are among the
4 0 2 1 1 1 tective legislation ls expected soon to and many who did not visit the cities
Taylor, p .......
-----------------amazing technical feats accomplished
promptly as possible.
Giroux. 3b
..... 4 0 1 1 4 1 restore this industry to its formei of the mainland until they reached
Doctor—Don't let your husband in the filming of "Tugboat Annie,"
Dennett. 11 ...... .... 5 0 0 2 0 1 status.
middle life. Tiie bottling Influence
drink strong coffee. It excites him co-starring Marie Dressier and WaiHarriman, rf .... .... 5 1 1 1 1 0
too much.
lace Beery today. Wednesday. ThursDeer Lsle sailors are famous the of the ferry has had a curtailing and
The Rockland Texacos automatic
Patient's Wife—If his coffee is not day and Priday.
ally won the championship of the
Will be located after Wednesday, Sept. 6, at
41 7 11 33 13 4 world over. They figured important often malign influence on the citi
The story, based on Norman Reilly Kr.ox and Lincoln Twilight League
strong he gets excited of his own
ly in the sea battles of the Revolu zenry of the Island, narrowing their
Waldoboro
Raine's Saturday Evening Post tales yesterday when rain caused a cancel
accord
ab r h O A e tion. the War of 1812 and the Civil horizons and interfering with theli
of the redoubtable feminine tugboat lation of the two games to have been Burns, c ...........
6 0 0 12 2 0
captain, was filmed at Seattle Harbor, played in St Oeorge. In order to Boggs 2b ........... .. 5 1 2 1 5 0 War. They are now much In demand cultural development. Citizens of ths
original locale of the tales, and in have wrested the lead from the Tex Kuhn. 3b
.... 6 1 2 12 0 0 to captain the yachts of the rich, and Island now demand an outlet to the
other waterfront locations. Seago acos it would have been necessary tor Sherman, ss ....
4 1 1 6 3 0 their prowess on the sea has been world via a suspension bridge ”
ing tugs race for wrecks, there is an St Oeorge to have won both of these R. Brewer. 3b
First house above Union street on left
• • • •
.... 4 1 2 0 4 0 immortalized tn poem, song and fic
£ amazing engine room climax ln which games. As the season arbitrarily ends Benner, cf ..... .... 4 1 1 0 0 0
tion. In the old clipper ship days
Residents of Deer Isle are especial
Beery invades a blazing firebox i to on Labor Day there is no opportunity M Brewer. If .... .... 5 0 1 0 0 0
Deer lsle sailors roamed the seven ly indebted to Frank McOutre, presi
plug boiler tubes and save a great to play postponed games. Here are Ycung, rf
...
3
0
0
0
1
0
O/
106-108
liner, and hilarious comedy abounds the final figures in the league stand Hilton, p. rf
... 5 1 2 0 1 1 seas and ancestral homes on the dent of the Lions bridge committee
ing Including Camden's victory over Goggin. p ...... .... 2 0 0 0 0 0 island still exhibit relics and trophies
between
dramatic
incidents.
—
adv.
for his tireless day and night battle
Ot
Thomaston last Saturday:
collected In port in the four corners
44 6 11 32 15 1 of the earth by these intrepid mari for the suspension bridge. It was Mr
W
L
PC.
McGuire who secured the attending
Rockland,
10
3
.769 Togus A A. 0 1 2 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 1--7
St. George.
9
5
.641 Waldoboro 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 1 1 0 0- -6 ne r§.
of Gov. Brann and Representatives
Two-base hits. R. Brewer 2, Quirt "Pew mainland Mainers." said Dr. Utterbaek and Moran at the recent
Waldoboro,
7
5
.563
z4/r
Thomaston,
5
9
.357 2, Kuhn Doherty and M. Brewer. B Lake Noyes, one of the most public Lions field day at Stonington when
Camden
2
11
.154 Stolen bases. Doherty. Struck out, by spirited and progressive citizens of
By a strange coincidence the situ Taylor 10 by Hilton 3. by Goggin 9. Stonington, “realize the importance all three pledged their individed sup
port of the bridge. Through Mr. Mc
ation ls exactly the reverse of two Double plays. Kuhn ( unassisted).
years ago. On the night of Labor Day Hit by pitched ball, Boggs ty Taylor. of the Deer Isle region. Our property Guire’s efforts the Chambers of Com
1931 the standing of the two leaders Base on balls, off Hilton 1 off Goggin valuation, some six millions of dol- merce of Bangor and Ellsworth, and
1, off Taylor 2. Umpires, Burdell ; lars. ranks second ln Hancock Coun
was:
leading banks and organizations and
and Watts.
ty. the Bar Harbor section being first individuals ln the district have gotten
• • • •
St. George,
15
9
.626
Rockland.
14
11
.560
Camden made a glorious finish of Our granite property valuation alone squarely behind the bridge projec'
CUCH a scene should
There
remained
two
tie
games
to
an
ill-fa I. -d season Saturday by de is over $1.000.000. Our sardine fac It has been aptly said of Mr Mc
8.15 Daylight Saving
never be played to
be played and a decision as to two feating Thomaston 17 to 2. in the last tory employs more than 200 hands Guire that he "thinks bridge and eats
protested games, one ot which had game of the Twilight League season. and on Deer Isle there are two tele
empty pews — and, say
/,
Program contributed by
been counted as a defeat for Rock Bennett pitched fine ball for the phones per capita to one for any bridge" and will not rest until thwhat you please, a full
proposed span between Little Deer
land. The newspaper files say: Man Megunticook outfit., while that team
Artists of the Curtis Institute of Music
church means good ad
ager Rawley flatly refuses to play any was slamming the offerings of Don Ji other community in the county. The lsl- and the mainland ls an actuality.
c Murphy
A K , « »-»-»V* •• —and
— -J tlT.11....
Walker, who :j fertility of our Deer Isle farms Is
more games," and there the matter Robbins,
Reserved Seats, 50c
vance notices. Most of all,
"With Federal Aid from the
rested— with a definite understanding took turns for Thomaston. As a superior to many sections on the
public
works fund almost assured,'
plenty
of
invitations
—
49
-tf
that ln future seasons no games matter of fact Camden showed de mainland the moist air of the ^ea
Sponsored Ry the Camden-Rockport Lions Club
said Mr. McGuire, “tf we don't put
should be played after Labor Day.
cided improvement in Its last three
aristocratic-looking ones,
proving a great stimulus to vegetable this bridge project through now we
This version of the League’s pres games.
beautifully engraved.
raising. We have an up-to-date elec will never get one. Support ls lining
ent status was confirmed last night
oy George H Thomas of Camden, Customer: “I want my money back tric lighting system which provides up solidly behind the bridge in all
Such invitations should
secretary of the Knox and Lincoln on this book. Isn’t It your policy to ample power and light for the island
be engraved upon the
Important communities, including
Twilight League, who informed' The aim to please customers?”
ers Our roods are equal to any ln Bangor, Rockland, Bar Harbor. Ells
rich, vellum-like texture
Courier Gazette that "lt ls specifically Clerk; "Yes, ma'am Is the print
Specialize en Chimea and French stated In the League records that no Imperfect?”
Maine, and our residents are pro worth. Stonington. Deer Isle, Belfast,
“THE BUSINESS MAN’S EXPRESS”
ofLinweave Wedding PaClocks
League games shall be played after "No, but I don't like the way the gressive home-loving folks who are Camden, Castine and Old Town and
All
Work
Guaranteed
‘ pets. May we show them
Labor Day. According to the rules book ends!"
(SpecialI Leaves Rockland Daily 7.30 A. M. Arrives Boston 2.15 P. M.
eager to share their Joys and advant very soon we shall be able to go be
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
strictly adhered to for the past three
to you?
ages with thc rest of the State.
Additional Trips 10.10 A. M. 4.40 P. M. 1.40 (Midnight)
Jeweler
fore the Governor and our Congress
seasons Rockland won the pennant
Now Located at
Tha Courior-Gazott*
indisputably."
man and ask that they keep their
THROUGH, FAST, SAFE, SERVICE—FARE $4.00
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
“In addition to the 4000 native
The awards to have been made dur- |
pledges and give us the bridge. I
404 Main Street
Rockland
residents,
Deer
Isle
ls
favored
by
FOR TICKETS AND INFORMATION—CALL
ing yesterday's program at St. George 1
shall be greatly disappointed If work
-which the rain washed out—will !
some 3000 summer visitors, most of
TIIE CORNER DRUG STORE 378; ROCKLAND HOTEL 580
ls not begun on the structure before
be
made
at
the
opening
game
of
the
whom
will
welcome
the
building
of
a
WKDDINti PAPKRS
BASSICK BROTHERS
loas&Tti
post-season series. The name of the
suspension bridge which will give
South Thomaston
(Continued on Page Three)
| team winning the "sportsmanship”
them opportunity to visit points of
prize
will
not
be
announced
unty
that
GO
HAND
IN
HAND
Fine Memorials in Granite
interest on the mainland during the YOUR FAVORITE POEM
time.
Represented by
85-T-tf
Buy From Tn Guy
• • • •
summer months.”
Who Can Buy From You
C. H. WOODCOCK
Togus 7, Waldoboro 6
Since the settlement of Deer Isle If I had to live my life again I would
Tel. 56-3
Thomaston, Me.
made a rule to read some poetry
CAPBl \ SAlESBOOKS
The Waldoboro team played in
in 1760, residents have been depend have
and llaten to nome music at leant once
Op Spccialty Printing
Togus Sunday and made a showing
a week The loaa of these taatea la a loaa
ent
upon
boats
to
reach
the
mainland
JO! 1/Ky I'ulmr^'
1 of happlneaa.—Charles Darwin.
decidedly creditable to the Knox and
over Eggemoggln Reach, a stretch ot
Lincoln Twilight. The game went
X
AN OLD-FASHIONED GARDEN
j water which can be very tumultuous
11 innings and was lost only because
\
0*10.
sctV°°.
’
Hilton dropped a fly with two on
Romz To»n» $7°“
when disturbed by wind and tide An old-faahloned garden, oh. would you
could see.
v£
bases and two out. It. was a very
The first settlers traversed back and Could feel the romance and the thrill
\
excusable error, however for Hilton
It gave me;
forth to the mainland in log canoes, Pink hollyhocks
■ o^
growing stately and tall.
I had made a long run and did not get
NV ,\W$’ o\\ a°
G*a'
The
grass
like green velvet, a vine-cov
and
It
was
not
until
30
years
ago
that
hold of the ball squarely.
XL
ered wall.
uy
.oft
Hilton pitched half of the game
a regular ferry service was estab The lovely hydrangeas a riot of bloom.
showing the touch
lished. This service consists oi three And stepping-stones
WHERE YOU
of a broom;
scows, traveling at Irregular intervals, A huge trumpet-vine creeping o’er an
shed.
and drawn by motor boats. If con With old
FALL TERM
ell
JjjTo Ut Printing is mors than
old-fashioned bluebells ln one
corner
bed
ditions are right the Journey from
just putting words into typo.
DAILY TRIPS
STARTS
A wide-spreading tree standing monarch
It is the creation of a work of art,
6.30
A.
M.
and
2.00
P.
M.
IE.
S.
T.)
Deer
Isle
to
the
mainland
can
be
of
all
SEPT. I ITH
robins oft come for
be it a zimplo little announcement
$3.50 One Way; $6.30 Round Trip
made ln 15 minutes—If they are not Wherea red-breasted
call;
At Home
or an elaborate booklet. Hence
BE SURE YOU’RE SAFE
An old lattice fence, a garden gate
the
trip
takes
much
longer
and
In
the
we take all the pride of an artiat
Ride Only in Buses Operating
stands.
winter season there are days when lt Its latch ever bright from the touch of
in hit craft, in each job; and that
Under Railroad Standards of
loved hands.
is the secret of the superlative
is too rough to operate the service A fragrance
Safety and Responsibility.
und ,f it s PRINTING
of friendship pervading the
quality of The pourier-Gazette
air
and
residents
are
virtually
bottled
Tickets at Narragansett Hotel,
Don't Forget
Printing.
Quaint old-faahloned flowers and love
Chisholm Bros, and Hotel Roek
up on the island unless they takc the
growing there;
land
background an elder-bush covered
22-mile passage to Rockland by For a with
bloom.
steamer. In the summer season the ’Tls gardens like thia make the world
MAINE CENTRAL TRANS. CO.
sing
ln
tune.
TEL. 92
99-tf ,
WSOOMrX ferry service stops at 9 p. m., and in
—Orace Porterfield Polk.

City Manager Ford of Auburn will discuss the
City Manager Form of Government

40;

Blest be our woods of hemlock, maple, pine,
Balsam and birch, dear Lord, our woods and I bine I I
Blest he their bubbling springs, their rippled lakes,
Their ponds, and every lauchin^ brook that makes
Rainbows and foam and crystal homes for trout;
Blest be the trails that wander in and out
Among gray bowlders drowned in soft green seas
Of velvet moss ! Oh, blest be all of these !

40
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BASEBALL
AT ST. GEORGE TODAY

TEXACOS WIN CHAMPIONSHIP

SCHOOL OF THE DANCE

DR. E. L. SCARLOTT’S OFFICE

38 Summer Street

I

W

THIRD ANNUAL
CharityCONCERT

CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
Friday, September 8

QUAKER STAGES BUS

Have Your Old Hat
Renewed
For <1^
Fall

FELT HATS
50c
PHILIP'S

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

Loyalty
Success

B

BOSTON

S

ROCKLAND BUSINESS COLLEGE

The Courier-Gazette
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JUDGE FARRINGTON DEAD
I by the boys and girls as a dashing
j cowboy of the Old West, a hard ridFrank G. Farrington, associate
_ ,
uni— Tom Keene, Western Star, Coming .
.. shooting handsome chap
Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court,
Douglass Davis, Maurice Miller.
w-ek—Current Attraction Is 1 g' q
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK _______
,
—... I Aubrey Wentworth and Steward! —
....'
I who always arrives in the nick of time died at his home in Augusta Sunday
"Coquette
and knows just how to handle every ‘ aged 60 years. He had long been a
Seek ye first the Kingdom of God,
Chairman Lawrence Asks the People Of Maine Which Rhodes spent Saturday and Sunday 1
<•
situation
prominent member of the Republican
and Hls righteousness: and all these ..
They Are Going To Vote For
at old Orchard Bcach
. .. .
party and had headed both branches
r
“
Miss Agnes Studley returned by
things shall be added unto you.—
The current offering of the Lakefftatc
Have any of this paper's
....
boat Friday night to resume her
wood Players, "Coquette ’ is one of the _________________________________
Matt. 6:33.
readers, gifted
with
the
(Bv Edward M Lawrence)
duties at the chudrens Hospital in
noticing faculty, noticed—
strongest plays presented this season.
when in boston—
c*n ouy
"
i Boston after spending a vacation at
<»
<S>
T»
se’erted as
P,CS o1
The at
Courier-Oazette.
withN,the
SOAK THE TAX PAYER
It was sc.ectea
as one
one of
oi the
tne ten
ten best
Dest CO
home
news
the OId 8oilth
w,
The total revenue that the Federal from the present political leaders who her home in Olencove.
THAT the public dumping place Administration claims we shall re-' are either misinformed or wholly
Dlavs
of
its
season
and
has
served
Agency.
Washington
st..
next
Old
South
Mr. and Mrs. Eben York ana son
•
Church: also at M. Audeiman'a. 284
Besides the question of repeal of has developed into a surprising extent ceive from beer is—J375.000.000. This, selfish, ts it not about time that the fben who have been visiting his
stock companies ever since.—adv
1 Tremont st.
thc eighteenth amendment—which we i of new-made land and that you won- divided by the population of the people of Maine arose to defend their mLther, Mrs. Ethel York for two
regard as of first importance—the ' der what's going to be done with it. United States (125.000.000) would homes against the brewers practically weeks returned Monday to Provimake the amount $3 00 per capita.
all of whom live outside the State? dence.
people of Maine have referred for '
$
The population of Maine is ap- The most serious phase of the Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Griffin of
their consideration next Monday four ; that thc new purple three-cent proximately 780.000. This multiplied situation is that the traffic in beer is ‘ .
g and Mr and Mrs
other matters which are to be decid- postage stamp bearing the N.R.A. fea- by three would be the amount of now being carried on in places that
<-.’riffin and son Robert of
N H
t the weekcnd at
cd by the ballots cast. The Saturday j ture is certain to be a favorite with Maine's pro-rata share of the Fed- had been doing a respectable busi- j g
eral tax-82.340.000 Now since the ness. Unless we are particular we the Griffin cottage. Rnrar
Spear slrect
street.
issue of this paper carried thc offl- coiiectors.
average tax is onc cent a bottle, lt shall find ourselves going to th?
Mr. and Mrs. Albert George of
cial announcement of these several '
means that Maine would have to con- grog-shop for our groceries. The rum Danville, N. H.. Mr. and Mrs. Lyman
matters. Two of them relate to the 1 THAT when the fire alarm lifts sume one hundred times 2.340.000 crowd is having a merry laugh over
the way they are breaking down Ue H°oke. Mrs. Florence O-^and son |
BOSTON. MASS.
BEACON STREET,
always vexatious subject of taxation. you in the air at midnight you botU“or 234 milIlon
The
average
price
paid
the
brewers,
people
’s aversion to places where
rt
home Q( Mr ,
Onc of them, we note, concerns Itself.
wouldn't feel half so nervous if you including government tax. is ten liquor is sold. For well they know
K ‘
Knight
1
with corporations supplying electrical
could only find that list of the alarm cents
cents aa bottle
which equals
eauals jm
400 .uw
(xxi beer is but the entering wedge for ‘ula
Dome wnicn
.jaw
Miss Marietta Shibles leaves Wedpower for manufactures and lighting.
The deduction is clear If Maine Is strong liquors.
„
v«™n n y to re- I
boxes which you laid away handy
Located on Beacon
We hold no brief for any such cor
to contribute her pro-rata shar?. and ! We quote from the late Hon. Nelson - * •
‘ .
du,ipS af»er rt vaI and have forgotten where
Hill next to the
poration, nor are we owner of any of
they claim we are dying of thirst, we Dingley. Jr. one of the most conser- -ume her teaching duties aft
State House
tative writers' -in 1R3O thirteen Hie cation spent with her parents. Mr
this
season
regarding
plays
shall send J23.400.000 out of Maine.
its stock; but we perceive from the
We learn that the
official reports that many thousands j THAT these days don t need anycf Maine citizens are numbered thing put into them for shortening— ceived about 3150.000 for
licenses which will be practically
among thc holders of these shares. ! they're attending to that themselves.
gallons
sumed for administration of the
C 4imported and in addition a large ummer here with his grandparents. wcstern characters in motion pictures,
upon which they receive for their
booze law.
Just a few minutes' walk to the theatre, financial
amount of cider and other fermented ! Mrs Mary A. Jones. Mr and Mrs.
to be featured ln person all next ;
invested savings dividends every year
THAT the piece of machinery restand shopping renters
by any means. The Maine liquor liquors were used. In 1833 every store fophS. Parks cf WaltHwn. Mass..
Kcfne * former
actor_,
These dividends have got to come out mg from its labors on the western
ro-ins
’
<1
cent.
.
hntf..
liquor
as
freely
as
it
sold
moand
Henl
>
°
Parks
w
....Heine
his
first
legitimate
stage
cf the corporations net earnings j siope of Middle street hill is not thc dealers are charging 20 cents a bottle , lasses In 1832 with a population of town- Mass., were overnight guests , is making his first legitimate stage ,
which means a total of 846.890.000
Additional taxation laid upon the j DeWitt Clinton engine that drew the that the people of Maine are expected ony 450 000 there were 2000 plaets Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. Leslie C appearance in six years at Lakewood
during the week of Sept. 11 in “Goodwhcre ru.m
Jold- on<; K™g shop to D.ane.
corporation will need to be met. historical railroad train in 1831, to pay for a booze bill this year.
Rooms without bath, $2.00
up: with bath, $3.00 up
Mrs. Veda Brown spent Friday and tiye Again." which was the comedy I
The total revenue received by the | ery 225
Thl'jr
either by increase in rates to the con- though very much suggesting it.
guest
ofat Mr.
and
Mrs. E
rlot „ of
1932-33 season in New
State
of
Maine
last
year
from
all
a
.
“
'
ed
to
310
®
Ol
’
?
XM)
an
.
n
ua!
SjfjL.
Jr
their
collage
at
lv
Complete
Restaurant
and
Cafeteria Service
sumer—which touches nearly every |
.. |ly, or 820 00 to each inhabitant. ’
Call Moran. Jr. at tneir collage a. |york.
home—or in reduction of these rates THAT the potato diggers arc busy forms of taxation was but 842.170.40
Keene is known throughout Maine
Let us stop in time and think where Ingraham Hill.
Mr. and Mrs Edward Urmond of
cf dividend. In either case it is the and tl>e dead and rusty tops are not thed bmd^o^taxatmn^hl? w! fomid ’e are driving _To quote tfce late
UIU UdlUCH
ItAArtliUII V31<LL WC AUUilU
_
_
,'
,
,
r’c*KvizJrvn
Vncc
(voro weekend
people who pay.
of ’
' \nH Mrs
a fair indication of the crop beneath. on investigation in the onc city where Se"!i'or Fr?en Tl’-e Maine law has ‘
Frederick
We shall vote NO on both these
we had time to make the survey that not bee'\a fallu7'ln that?1 has,macU
«- <?■
25
percent
of
the
homes
are
adveri,
ru
_
m
;
“
11
?
J
8
A
C
.
r
il
?
1
t'S0
J
lh
“
t
,
only
thc
propositions to increase taxes. We
lowest and most debased will now enMr. and Mrs. Charles Roche of
THAT the man who established tised to be sold for taxes.
hope every voter reading this paper
sume this applies to other cities of gage
a11 of 016 c°yntr>' P°rand
^,Ia’,
Lowe
Oaks
ln
Warren
was
not
to
be
will do the same.
the State, to say nothtng of the farm tlons of the State where the,re was a chant of
J
caught napping by that new road.
tavern or a grocery' at every four cor- been guests of Capt. and Mrs Ernest
property.
THEY VOTE NOV. SEVEN
♦ ♦
Nor is this all Everywhere we are ners, and. within a circuit of two Torrey for two weeks, returned Mon
houses, broken win- day to their homes, accompanied byj THAT you may not know why ; hearing that the high cost of eduea- ”ilesDown in North Carolina, that
thOie highway
post-tops
are cut tion must be reduced. School terms dows' neglecud farms, poor schcol Mrs. Laura Morl°"
fbat
those
highway
post-tops
. .x. „ ...
vu
ehnrt-neH
Urine arn ho house, broken hearts and homes, it ing to New York. Last Thursday bePr^r”S"" Unit..°f the 80UU>' they
hut of course if. done to
£
has banished almost every such gro- ing the 30th wedding anniversary of
call 'em The United Drys—united protect them from the weather.
teachers are being thrown outof em- cery and tavern and has established Mr. and Mrs. Roche, the Torreys enbecausc there are Democrats and Re
plovment The entire cost of public pcace and P;enty. happiness and pros- tertatned in their honor with a yacht« t
perity.”
ing trip and picnic dinner at Spruce
publicans alike believers in the
THAT speaking
enrakin® of
of highway
hietiwav nosts
THAT
posts cducation last was only 813.619.317adas Our one recourse is to vote and work Head.
Eighteenth Amendment and are the new Waldoboro road probably'
for the candidates on the election of Fred A. Norwood W.R.C.. will re
Joining hands to keep the Old North
more of them than any jimdar ^"l^spend1 for°boozeSeptember 11 who will stand for the sume its meetings next Friday eve
ning following the summer recess.
State on the water wagon. Why the | strctch tn Maine.
Since there seems to be no help Eighteenth Amendment.
Mrs. Wallace Tolman of Cam
organization opposes repeal is set
bridge. Mass., ls the guest of Mrs A
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
forth in this statement :
h
* •,
thi
ELMER ALLEN S CHAT
T. Carroll. Commercial street.
STEAMBOAT CO.
THAT when thc ministers g<-t back
_____
"When the Eighteenth Amendment
The Nitsumsosum Club and their j
went intc effect, here is what hap from their vacations the town folks
SUMMER
ARRANGEMENT
Starts Abou( Gu„s
gut
husbands will be entertained Wed
JUNE 2# TO SEPTEMBER 15
pened :
nesday evening at the home of Mr.
t4»tern Standard Time
r>
t tr.
,
r
"Death from nlcohollsm decreased are glad to see them and feel thc I
DAILY SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
and Mrs Walter Carroll.
Gets Back To Baseball, or
42 per cent, alcoholic Insanity de- general renewal of a communityVinalhaven Line
Mrs. Nellie Morton was a guest j
Steamer
leaves
Rockland
dally
except
creased 66 per cent, general crime atmosphere that they would not willCourse
Sunday at 6 00 A M and *2 00 P M Sunday- of Mrs. Delora Morrill.
from drink decreased 54 per cent.
Arriving at Vinalhaven at 7 20 A M. and
ingly
be
without.
Mrs. D. J Moriarty. Anna T. |
drunkenness decreased 70 per cent,
Returning steamer leaves
Dear Boze. you know I promised you
♦♦
atTx a“& Vnr;io pTm Phelp. of Winthrop Mass Mrs Chess ,
automobile fatalities decreased 50
?kiand 850 A M. and W Flinn of Newton, Mass., and Miss
THAT when you've sent in your 'ofne more gull stories. The fishermen Arriving at Rock:
per cent ar.d drinking decreased 77
Corbett
of New- York are I
payment for the home newspaper ‘°'e the whl'* *ulls 'nlx>. They are ■>“gton and Swin., |,,iand line Kate♦ M.» «d v»
per cent."
NATION-WIDE
"Under the Canadian system of
a
big
nuisance,
and
with
the
laughsteamer leaves swan's island dally ex- guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Bcwaen
legalized liquor, the following hap there s a feeling of satisfaction floods ing gulls destroy more lobster fry cept Sunday at 6 00 a m . Stonington Mrs. Elsie Hvde of Lawrence. Mass .
6.55. North Haven 750 due to arrive at 3rrivcd Saturday for a visit With her
the soul which you would not will
penedir Rockland about 9 00 A M
Returnng.,_____ ’
each year than anything elre. Our
"Deaths from alcoholism increased ingly have been a stranger to.
warHanc ArMiu, a
ii
-j leaves Rockland *2 00 P. M. North Haven parenis, Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Paul,
100 per cent, drunken crime increased
nsn wardens Archie Smalley and 300 Stonington 400. due to arrive at Cn her return she will be accomEveiyon* Like* It
89 per cent, drunkenness increased
Bernard Smalley have been shootin" Swan's Island
about
5 00 p mtr
. 1 ol
offornnnn
THAT not so many artists nowa.7' ----- —™ —.
4rrlval
aftemoon
train from panied by her two sons who have
55 per cent, drunken drivers increased
been spending the summer here with
j
.
J
.
.V.
.
1
.
.
some
oI
cach
breed
of
the
gulls
for
Boston,
. ,
B
do»iou.
830 per cent. Immoral crimes in • days seem to direct their talents to ,, _ ,
H. STINSON
[their grandparents.
j
.. . the State and found plenty of evi- „
NATION-WIDE
Oenpral Agent.
creasctj 76 per cent, and automobile the limning of Owls Head,
as in that .
...........
73’tf
Brainerd Paul was in town Friday,
,.
.
,
dence that they are the ones that ----------------fatalities increased 42 per cent.”
earlier time when no home was felt
, ,
bringing with him Mrs. Paul's mother.
■4 Lb
1
-j
. . a ' destroying the lobster fry. so ■)
There's a real campaign on and . uMrs. Marv Payson and Mrs. Maria
to be properly equipped without at I v e hear One of our fishermen had
Carton
Nov. 7 will undoubtedly see a huge least one picture of that harbor * gull for a pet for a long time.
Knight who have been visiting the
Pauls at their home in Limington.
vote recorded Next Sunday Is to wit promontory decorating its walls.
He named him "Gulliver." He used
Or in j i Pikoe or Formosa Oolong
| Mrs Marshall E Reed, son John
ness a prohibition rally, in each of
to sit on the stern of his boat while
‘
and
daughter
Dorothy
returned
to
Hjy
BEFORE ADVANCE IN PRICE
I ‘Rcxbury Sunday after a weekend
-THAT
t-ua-t’
the State's 100 counties. It will be a
the action of the Prince of', he
ing rowed
Wp down
He g<xthe harbor on a flshhp
busy day.
visit with Mrs. Reed's mother. Mrs.
Wales in adopting the derby hat is thought the stern seat was too far
jPLENDID BRAND
Minnie Weed. John will leave within
warmly approved by those of us who away from the fisherman so he lit
L.r
Made from Red-Ripe Tomatoes
a
few
days
for
North
Carolina
where
PAYING YOL'R TAXES
have one cf these iron implements of j on h*5 shoulder. That was too social
14
[he has a position as instructor in
fcr
it?
fisherman,
and
he
kissed
Higheii
Quality
I
Diitinctivt
Flavor
head-wear hanging dustily on a peg
Bot
I botany.
him back to the stern of the beat.
It is a delicate subject, this mat in the back entry.
[ Mrs Earl C. Davis and daughter
A gull is very loyal to the one who j
ter of local taxation, but one impos
Pure Cider
j. j>
THINK OF ITI Only $230 Earlene have returned from a visit
Full Gallon Jug
feeds him.
• • • .
sible to avoid. There have been those
THAT the traffic dingus set ln the
a day single .... and $4.00 at Isle au Haut.
SALE PRICE
Handy Jug
The baseball season will roon be
of our citizens, understanding that pavement of Main street and Limedouble for this smart centrally I Mrs Mary Grinnell and daughters
over. We all have seen some fins
Mrs. Florence Pointer and Mrs. Har
the taxes became payable on August 8. rock marks thc spot where once stood games, and I guess they have been
A Populer Dessert—Easily Prepered
located hoteL
riett Coid and William Parker all of
from which date interest upon the Rockland's famous town pump
well patronized. Our summer folks
Philadelphia were dinner guests E’rti
unpaid would be chargeable, have
4. <g>
| enjoy the games, as it gives them
day cf Mrs. Hattie Rhodes.
FANCY SMALL
been in some disquietude of soul. Not
THAT the scarcity of tree growth K°°d entertainment. As our friend
Lewis Daucett and Miss Violet
that avoidance of payment lay in on Crocketfs Point’is a mrtancholy ' ^XmeTfo^he to™
of Manchester. N. H . were I
but what rooms they ant Dubois
Cam
Labor Day guests of Mr. and Mrs. [
anybody s mind, but general condi- reminder of the days when that was, goo!l ban team wc are not State
Charles
F
Ingraham.
tions rendered difficult thc meeting; onc of the prominent resident regions: champions but we are pretty near1
Cheerful, colorful,cory,eadi with
Tomorrow ts thc day of the School
FANCY WHITE MEAT
at the time of the obligation which 1 of the city, set off by lordly elms and '
Word has gone far and near
private bath, shower, radio, circu of Instruction for the 11th District
with a little more leeway one can the grace of flower gardens.
driest
Nott
lating ice water and many other C.E.S. which will take place at Ma- i
more readily care for. We quote from
»
I
has £tood by the bovs in Arc
Cen
sonic hall, beginning at 10 30. Din- )
features you'll be happy about ner at noon will be served by Haibor
the city charter adopted in 1923.
THAT when you read the sign shape. It Is no cinch to manage a
Light Chapter and they will also ex
He ithe city treasurer! shall “Brooklln to Rockland Expre«" lt ball team If vou think lt is. ask /1T_
ttfr/Asasm
FANCY NEW PACK
emplify the work. A large attend
charge interest on all taxes which ihowPd thp WJU!n8jvc ramifications Erne#t-.
Subject lo
ance is expected.
shall remain unpaid four months
zens who have stood bv the ream too
. .c 1AJ
No ',4
being told
after the date of commitment, at the
m°dem method of trucking. an(j haVe done a lot of work gratis
Special Salt Price—This Week Only
Cen
The corn roast and picnic supper
-Alfred Hocking. Albert Slingsby.
held bv the Trytohelp Club at Or
rate of 6 percent per annum, to
1 Harry Paterson, Frank Hunter
commence 60 days after the date of
cutt's Beach Friday night proved a 1
FANCY-ALL GREEN
A PRETTY SPIDER
Whitney Wheeler, Mr. and Mrs. R
commitment."
very enjoyable occasion and was well j
,
J.
Mackenzie
all
are
loyal
rooters
attended.
Adjournment
later
in
the
I
The commitment of the 1933 taxes
Norman Lermond See? Beauty •n for the team. We have one of the
51*1 STREET evening was made to the home of
took place June 8. Not till four
Black - Yellow Inhabitant Of 'he finest ball fields in the county. The
AT 7th AVENUE, NEW YORK MKs He,kn, Du,nbar whcrc a business
SCHUMACHER'S XXX
months later will interest begin to
Fields
| best teams in the State have played
'
[ session took place.
1
Ls«
------I
here.
Hope
we
can
have
tl;e
same
tun. to wit on October 9, but the
No 2
gov MOULTON
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hunzie of BosThis strikingly pretty spider ls very ’ boys next year. It. means a .lot of
Round Cen
Vic. Fr... ond Monogmg Dlr. (pn w,.h -friends from St Louis, who
interest will be assessed beginning common
I
In the fields at this time! v.-ork, but Ernest is thc man for the
eo» DtscusTive tooxiiT [ haVe been guests of Mr. and Mrs
Flowery Tipi Melt In the Mouth
August 8 The city needs your money, of year, spinning its web over the {job.
Everett Libby at their camp on
but grants you thc option of another grass and laying in wait at. the bot5 Lb
• • • •
RED OAK
Amesbury street returned home SatBeg
The All - League team as sent
two months before it begins to sub tom of its tunnel for luckless flies
} urday.
alight on its silken trap
j in for Tuesday's Courier-Gazette
ject you to the detail of Interest that
Spiders are extremely Interesting' doesn't suit me altogether. I would
paying.
A newspaper tells of a couple in
creatures, cach species having Its, put Monaghan in place cf Grafton
own particular design of web. As fly 1 j would put Simmons in place of
New Jersey being married up in an
AN ELKS SCHOLARSHIP
destroyers they aie very useful to'Goggin. I would put Ricker In plac?
! airplane. The only advantage was
man.
Of Ogier. This combination looks'
) that they got back to earth more
Maine Lodges Entitled To Another
Like everything else they have 1 better to me.
quickly than most newly-weds.
The Pure,! Shortening—No Smoke
Norfh Sfofion
Pure New Orleen,—For Tebic cr Cooking
This Year, To Value of $3(10
their enemies. Along comes a female 1
• • . •
No Odor
BOSTON
HOARD OF REGISTRATION
wasp, grabs Mr. or Mrs. Spider and
We are going to have that score
Notice ls hereby elven that the Board
SPLENDID BRAND -Fancy Cut Cranberry
Members cf Rockland Lodge of flies awav to its nest where it in-, board ready next year. One man,
[ of Registration wlll be In aesalon at their
1 Lb
Elks will be keenly interested in the cases it in clay, having first, laid an 1 £ays he will give $2 towards it and
rooms. Spring street, for the purpose of
Cen
revising and correcting the voting lists
announcement of John P. Mallcy of egg in the bodv of the spider. When this is onlv the beginning, so if
of thc City The sessions will be held
Boston, past grand exalted ruler that this egg hatches the baby wasp, in ' nothing happens a score board will
I August 30, 31. and September 1. 2. 5. 6, 7.
ROOMS
For Best Results
8 nnd 9 from 9 a. m. to 1 p. rn. and from
Maine lodges are entitled to another form of a white grub, has plenty to, be erected. I suppose down by the
3 p. m. to 5 p m and from 7 p. m. to
eat
—
a
veritable
feast.
willows
—
this
seems
to
be
the
most
Wilk BATH
$300 scholarship this year.
9 p. m. Standard Time As thc last three
NATION-WIDE
Norman W. Lermond.
available spot, but can be settled
days of said session are for thc purpose
Application blanks and Information
of verifying said lists and to complete
later.
regarding application are being issued
• • • •
and close up the records of the session,
DESTRUCTION'S CAR
to all lodges and these should be Im
no names wlll be added to or stricken
A Labor Day celebration means a
from said Hats on said davs.
mediately filled out and filed with the
| Por The Courier-Gazette |
1 LbCen Q4*C
By order of the Board of Registration.
lot of hard work to nut it. aero’s, but
secretary of the lodge ln that section Destruction’s car Is out today.
HENRY M. de ROCHEMONT. Chairman
Messrs.
Rawley.
Hocking.
Slingsby
j
R*S 25c JbW
And
death
sits
at
its
steering
wheel,
103-106
of the State in which the applicant
and others, too numerous to men
on its front ln bold display
Unusually Flavorful
Lb
resides. One or more applications With
The shameless motto of 'Repeal.’’
tion. are right on th-c job and wil!
will be acted upon by each lodge and
1HREE CROW
see it through. Wish someone would I RADIO IN EVERY ROOM
Infant and the grandslre gray.
formal approval of one will be given The
move the cld house back and fix it
Child, youth, and age together fall;
by the lodge and forwarded to the Blameless or guilty, all must pay
up for t.he boys. Who knows but [
The price thatclaimed
,tA clair
by alcohol.
secretary of thc Maine Elks' Associa
someone will do it some day.
I'/iOt
ii?* 8‘
Family Carton
Nice and Crispy
tion. Officers of the association will Fathers and mothu\» will you stand
laacuttva Office
Elmer E. Allen.
act upon applications received and
And see your child, attending school.
HOTEL MANGER
Tenant's
Harbor.
Aug.
31.
know Its placed, and by your hand.
the most worthy one will rjjelve ap And
NORTH STATION, BOSTON
At mercy of some drunken fool?
proval of the association and be for
Plea,a >end------- (etognlllos CtrNi
warded to Mr. Malley for approval by Oh thoughtless ones that vote for rum, j
for uie by friend, aod nyeelf. N»
You
build
but
for
your
own
despair,
the Elks' National Foundation.
obligation.
For punishment wlll surely come.
Application for information may
And may be more than you can bear
be obtained direct from William P. Let the repeal waves of disgrace
ROCKLAND DISTRICT
Toulouse, president of the associa
Beat on our rockbound shores In vain
tion, care of Waterville Lodge of Elks, Hold high the standard.s of our race
And keep the faith for dear old Maine.
or Edward R. Tworw-y, Secretary, Box
Allen M. Conary.
976, Portland, Maine.
Tenant’s Harbor, Me.
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NOTICING ‘

HOME AND SCHOOLS OR BOOZE?

ROCKPORT

LAKEWOOD THEATRE

you

May We Suggest—

HOTEL BELLEVUE

New Lower Rates

vacation'dau4,

NATIONWIDE

Coffee^ 2 5‘

Teas .

?25*.0A. DAY

25c

CATSUP.
VINEGAR

S 14‘
39«

CANNED GOODS

KRE-MEL

1OOO ROOMS

Shrimp X‘k

'rvl/'HOT*4*

2

25‘

Tuna

19’

Lobster

25’

ASPARAGUS
25‘

write
MANGER

MOLASSES

HOTEL

PUFFED
WHEAT
3.25

HEALTH FLOUR
20c
COOKING

Beans .

Sunshine

USED CARS

Bought and Sold

19’

. 2^:23

YANKEE COOKIE

POTATO CHIPS

NEEDS

FORMAY

25‘ •

500

Catching Col

8-9*

BAKING POWDER

19’

19’

NATION-WIDE

CREAM TARTAR. C10c

SPICES

SERVICE

GROCERS

Every-Other-Day
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Page Three

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Sept.4-8—All Maine Fair. Lewiston.
Sept. 7—Meeting In the Interest of
the new charter at Temple hall
Sept. 8—Camden—Concert at opera
house, auspices Camden-Rockport Lions
Club.
Sept. 9 — Llmerock Valley Pomona
Orange meets with North Haven Grange
at North Haven.
Sept. 10—Day of prayer for No-Repeal
forces.
8ept. 11—8pedal State election.
Sept. 12—Miriam Rebekah fair, enter
tainment and supper at I. O. O. F. hall.
Sept 12—Joint session of Knox and
Lincoln Pomonas at Huntoon Hill. Wlscas.set
Sept 16 (Football)—Rockland High at
Brunswick.
8ept. 20-22 —Annual convention of tho
Maine W C. T U. ln Belfast
Sept 26-28 -North Knox Fair. Union.
Oct. 3-5—Lincoln County Fair, Dam-,
arlscotta.
Oct. 10-12—Topsham Fair

COMING REUNIONS
8ept. 7—Young family at home of
Charles lermond. Union Common.
Sept 10-Kaler family at home of
Frank Yattaw. Warren

NO. TWO

CENTURY OF PROGRESS VOTES
These merchant* are co-operating to send two Knox County boys
or girls to the World Fair, Free, in October. With each purchase of
50 cents or over you will receive votes to oast for your favorite con
testant. Votes can be obtained only from the concerns listed below.
Ballot boxes are available in each store. And every merchant who
cares to may participate.
MARKETS

MEN’S WEAR

Perry’s Foodland

Gregory’s

428 Main St.,

w
328

Rockland 416 Main St.,

Rockland

DEPARTMENT STORES

REFRIGERATION, FUEL OIL

F uller-Cobb-Davis

A. C. McLoon Co.

Main

St.,

GARAGES

Rockland 503 Main St.,_____ Rockland
COLLISION WORK

Kent’s
584 Main St.,

Rockland

LADIES’ WEAR
Rot kland

Auto Electric

Farrel Co., Inc.
643 Main Street

65*» Main St.,

Rockland

DRUG STORES

Cutler’s
369 Main St.,

Rockland Body & Fender
Shop

Corner Drug Store
I-- M|in si____________ Rockland

DEER ISLE A CURFEW VICTIM

hwmhk

(Continued from Page One)

creased prosperity to Stonington
merchants
and landholders.
I the setting in of winter. From an en
"New summer residents," he said,
gineering standpoint thc project L “will be attracted by our beautiful
most feasible. There are only 900 shores, and the tridge will make pos
feet to span from Little Deer Isle to sible the establishment of new inthe mainland, and there are no such! dustrics which wlu brln8 a ?reat in- ’
problems of piers that confronted the orease in our all the year round popu- *
lation.”
construction of the new bridge at
The Stonington Lions Club has
Bucksport."
adopted as Its bridge theme song a
ditty written especially by Walter
James I. Stinson, King Lion of the
Reynolds and sung to the tune of
“d •'T1;
■ mm*.
worker on the Lions bridge commit ln the Orave. The song ls entitled
tee Is certain that the proposed bridge "We'll Build a Bridge" and the memwill double the population of the bers have
__
voted to sing it at every
Island in five years, and bring in- meeting until thc bridge ls a reality

DON’T FORGET THE BARGAIN ATTIC

W

Wall Paper

C. M. Blake Store
662 Main Street

WARREN

BACK TO SCHOOL FULLY EQUIPPED

CAMDEN

After the long summer vacation it’s not easy to return to the hours of study .

Drue Stores
Shoe Repairing
Radio, Sporting Goods
Mr. and Mrs. William Teague
have
WEATHER
_ ___
_
_ ___
_ Mrs. Ferris
.aw Thomas
a l.uullUJ HUU
Mr.
and
and
MCCARTY'S
R<X Kl IND SNOB
A different outfit will help this changed environment ... Do your part . . . We
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc
606 Main Street
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We have a budget plan on tire purchases.

Inquire about it!

KENT’S, Inc.
The Most Complete Service Center in Maine
£83-585 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Belleville. N J and Miss Eleanor Ham
mond of Rockland nnd Newark. N. J

DIED
TOLMAN At Portland. Sept 3. Fred C
Tolman. formerly of Rockport, aged
65 years.
HARRINOTON At Rockland. Sept. 4.
Eugene Harrington, aged 68 years. 5
months. 12 days. Funeral Wednesday
at 9 a in , from St Bernard’s Church.
CUSHMAN—At Rockland Sept 3 Eliza
E . widow of Capt Benjamin F Cush
man. aged 90 years Funeral this after
noon at 2 o'clock from the residence.
19 Maverick street.
EVERETT—At Washington. Sept. 2.
Charles W Everett aged 64 years. 6
months. 10 days lute: ment In JcHerson.
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of our dear wife and
mother. Mrs. Agnes Moulden. who passed
away Sept 4, 1932
One sad and lonely year has passed
Since our great sorrow fell;
Clone from us but leaving memories
Death can never take away.
Memories that wlll always linger
While upon this earth we stay.
Friends may think we have forgotten
When at times they see us smile;
I.lttle do they know the heartaches
That our smile hides all the while.
James Moulden. Della Peasley. Kath
leen Stanley. Clara Cook. Albert and
Levi Moulden
CARD OF THANKS
Williams - Brazier Post, American
Legion, extends hearty thanks to the
public for the support given Its annual
Fair August 23, with special apprecia
tion of the many donations received.
ENOCH M CLARK. Commander.
Thomaston. Me., Sept. 1, 1933

CONCERT
AND DANCE

Friday, September 8

A GUARANTEED 15 PLATE BATTERY, $8.95

“Some time ago eczema broke out
on my leg. After weeks of special
treatment during which time
the itching and burning was so
severe I could hardly 6tand it. I
was told nothing more could be
done for me. A friend of mine
urged me to try Resinol Oint
ment, which I did. I ain happy
to say it healed my leg completely
and I have never had any break
ing out since."
Mr«. E. F.*

J. J. NEWBERRY C9
BROWN LABEL

SALADA TEA, 1-4 lb. 13c

SEE
WHAT
Vinegar

5c

WILL
BUY

Pkg. Salt
Grapefruit

Resinol Soap, with instructions for the u*e
of these products on various skin troubles,
write Resinol, Dept. 42*A, Baltimore, Md.

|

COFFEE, only 19c lb.

RED RIPE

Tomatoes, can,

7c

NEW PACK

Fresh Peas,

10c

DOMINO CONFECTIONERY

Sugar, package,

7c

ALL FLAVORS

Sour Krout
Maine Corn

Lovely Jell, pkg.,

5c

MIRACLE WHIP

Lima Beans

Salad Dressing, full qt. 29c

Diced Beets

WHITE MEAT

Apple Sauce

Tuna Fish, 2 cans,

Tomato Soup

BEAVER BRAND

Baked Beans

Lobster,

Diced Carrots

EL'LL QUARTS

Devilled Meat

Dill Pickles,

Tomato Sauce

LARGE PACKAGE

Cranberry Sauce

Rinso,

Kremell Puddine

LIGHTHOUSE

Red Kidney Beans

Cleanser, 3 cans,

Tom. Juice Cocktail

LARGE BAR

Hershey Choc. Syrup

Laundry Soap,

Pawtucket, R. I.

For free sample each of Resinol Ointment an-’

FRESH

25c
25c

15c
18c

10c
4c

□Cc
Will
10c
What
Buy
Lucky Strike
Cigarettes
Apricots
Asparagus
Grapefruit
Applesauce
Sour Kraut
Lima Beans
Grape Juice
Plain Olives
Stuffed Olives
White Pepper
Black Pepper
Diced Carrots
Steak Salmon
Relish Pickles
Calo Dog Food
Chicken Broth
Salad Dressing
Pickling Spices
Ketchup, large bot.
Chow Chow Pickles
Large Bot. Cherries
Baker’s Cocoa, 1*2 lb.
Golden Bantam Com

;
$
2

I.

Every-Other-Day
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PATRONIZE home industry
KNOX COUNTY COMMERCIAL DIRECTORY

»

ROCKLAND

FLYING NOW EVERYDAY BUSINESS

Shire city of Knox County with a population of 9.000 is the wholesale distributing point and retail shop
ping center of forty coast and inland towns. It is the one large trading center of Knox. Lincoln, Waldo and
Hancock Counties with a total trade area of 75.000 people It is the center of a fine system of highways and
the hub of several steamboat and air lines as well as the eastern terminal of the Maine Central Railroad

Maine Air Transport Co. Has Carried Thousands Of

Passengers In Safety and Comfort

LOBSTERS

NEW PAN AM STATION

THOMASTON

J»

<

Sharing honors with Searsport as Maine's most beautiful town, has an interesting historic background
to enhance its present charm. Stately homes set well back from wide, cool elm arched streets set Thomas
ton apart as an ideal residential town. Here is found the famous Knox Mansion, museum of rare historical
gems ol the Revolutionary period, surrounded within easy driving distance by Innumerable spots of Revolutionary
and colonial significance. Too. modern Thomaston presents an active business aspect including within its cor
porate limits the great $4,000.000 mill of the Lawrence Portland Cement Co.

Ten years ago it would have The next sailing from Rockland is
been considered the height of ab at noon, returning from Vinalhaven
Lit I o'clock and the late afternoon
surdity to have predicted airplanes
Today Five Painters Are Putting Our New Plant Into the Colors of
plane from Rockland leaves it 5
HARDWARE
All Authorized Pan Am Filling Stations
flying regular schedules between
o’clock returning at 5.15. The
131 MAIN ST.,
THOMASTON
Rockland
and
the
Penobscot
Bay
trips
are
arranged
to
give
a
coni
SILVERTOWN GOLDEN PLY TIRES
'islands at a nominal fee. Airplane venient hour, going either way, to
SINCE 1882 IN KNOX COUNTY
RUTLAND ROOF COATING
Here at last Ls a tire that gives you real protection against blowouts.
: : at : :
travel was considered a great luxury everybody. Fares for these trips' MAKES LEAKY ROOFS GOOD
A tire that makes motorists actually three times safer from blowouts
Located in Thomaston, Me.
at today's high speeds—and at no extra cost.
I available only to the very wealthy, are very reasonable. Sundays the
AS NEW
! and the chances ire that any except planes leav e Rockland at 9, 12 and 5.
MAINE AND MASSACHUSETTS
24 HOI K AMBULANCE
Now only $2.95 ior 5 gallon ran
LICENSE
SERVICE
TILLSON AVE.,
ROCKLAND barnstorming trips by plane would j Special charter trips to any point
Rutland Roof Cement
TEL. 1191
59 CAMDEN ST. MAVERICK SQUARE.
ROCKLAN'b, ME.
still be in the luxury class were it may be arranged by phoning the •
Office Tel. 192—Res. 143.
Lady Attendant
Patching Plaster, Etc.
'not for our own Maine Air Trans- Rockland office 547.
.port Co.
The trip across the hay is one of
This company has been engaged great beauty, the whole lovely
It Pays To Look Neat!
Permanent
the few years past in the business of panorama of ocean, skv and island
Handwork a Specialty
GEORGES RIVER
carrying passengers between Rock making an incomparable picture,
PARISIAN
WHOLESALE
ANASTASIO
BROS.
BEAUTY
/ ' JJiiNL
land and the islands with such s tc- j The big planes are enclosed and the
CONFECTIONERY
Barbers
cess- and entire dependability and seats most comfortable giving as
67 PARK ST.
r
Over Woolworth’a 5c A 10c Store safety that flying to the islands surance of maximum comfort.
Tel. 1243
PHONE 898
1Eg
nowadays is a very prosaic mat
In addition to the rapid and con-!
Boiled and Picked Daily
ter, viewed as a great convenience venient serv ice rendered day in and
Delirious for Salads, Sandwiches
and a pleasure rather than as a thrill. day out by the Maine Air Trans
According to this modern method a port planes no leader needs to think
TEL 15
person on Vinalhaven or North ha long to recall the manv instances!
“STANDARD OF THE WORLD!"
ven headed for Rockland steps into of emergency flights on errands of!
Established 1825
You can always depend upon the quality of HARD
a plane and in ten minutes steps mercy made by the skillful pilots of |
WATER ST.,
THOMASTON
ESTY'S PEERLESS FLOUR. The standard is in
ashore at the company's comfort the line. Frequency human life I
has
been
saved
by
these
emergency
j
able float at Tillson avenue. Under
variably maintained.
other modes of travel the time used Hights, and in every instance hours j
Radiator
TRY OUR SPECIAL
Bread baked at home, of the HARDEST5! S
for the journey across the bay may of human suffering have been j
Repairing
PEERLESS FLOUR is the most delightful, most
be an hour or more. This great avoided by bringing the sick or in ,
Coreing, Cleaning
saving of time is appreciated hv all jured person to the Knox Hospital |
nourishing, and most economical of foods.
All Kinds of Soldering
those using the planes.
where the services of skilled sur
Served From 12.30 to 2.00 P. M.
ROCKLAND RADIATOR WORKS
Sold by all the leading Retail Grocers
The schedule of the planes is geons, competent nurses and modern
698 Main St,
Rockland, Me.
aimed to give maximum public con hospital equipment are available.
Drugs, Toilet Articles, etc.
venience
The first plane born
The chief aviator of the island )
TELEPHONE
61
PROMPT
SERVICE
Rockland leaves at 8 o’clock, day run is Stanlef Bovn'on, keen eied, [
Our Vegetables are served fresh from the Hotel
SHINE
TWO
POOL
FILMS DEVELOPED
light time and a few minutes liter skillful flyer of peerless experience, I
QUICK
SERVICE
SHINE PARLORS
Gardens
is at the island. It lavs over until holder of the national amateur ■
Op. Thorndike. Op. Hotel Rockland
o'clock,
leaving
Vinalhaven
and
junior
transcontinental
flight
recI
75 PARK STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.
KNOX HOTEL, Thomaston, Me.
Shoes Cleaned and Dyed
i Opposite Gulf Filling Station)
North Haven for the mainland. 'ord.
ARE BEST
When Taken
Fresh From the
Sea
BI T YOUR
SEA FOODS

E. E. STUDLEY

A. D. DAVIS & SON
MORTICIANS

FEYLER’S

LORD’S TIRE AND BATTERY SERVICE
NELSON CARR

THE
THOMASTON NATIONAL
BANK

HARDESTY’S PEERLESS FLOUR

FRESH CRABMEAT
50c lb.

MITCHELL & SON

MASTERPIECE
CHOCOLATES

T'» SUNDAY DINNERS ,AI
.00

Our

Roast or Fried Chicken—Lobster

ROCKLAND AUTO SUPPLY CO.

W. H. BRACKETT’S

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

STEVE ALEX

EVERYTHING FOR THE ALTO

A THOROUGHLY MODERN STORE
VACATION TIME
‘Brackett’s” In Thomaston Fills Every Drug Store Need—

We Have a Full Line of
CAMERAS
FILMS
BATHING CAPS
SUNBURN LOTION
And other Summer Needs
Let us do your Developing and
Printing
Twenty-four Hour Service

Has a Handsome Modem Home

“THE CHOICE OF A NATION”
Lvnn Range Oil Burners Are Outstanding Favorites—Winning
Through Sheer Merit. Ask for Demonstration. We Sell Range
Burners of All Prices. Furnace Burners, Parts and Accessories.

A. C. McLOON & CO.

McCarty’s Drug Store

503 MAIN ST.

606 MAIN ST., RANKIN BLOCK

TtL. 730

MAINE AIR TRANSPORT CO.
TILLSON AVENUE. ROCKLAND. ME.
DAILY PLANE SERVICE TO

VINALHAVEN AND NORTH HAVEN
DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
LEAVES ROCKLAND AT
8.00
12.00
5.00
LEAVES VINALHAVEN. NO HAVEN. AT 900
1 00
5.15
Sundays only—Leave Rockland at 9, 12 and 5
Plane lays over at either slop one hour
Charter Trips can be arranged to all points between the regular trips
at $45.00 per hour

CAKES and

PASTRIES

Beggs’ Home Cooking

Call Rockland, 547, For Rates

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE

Advanced, Junior. Kindergarten
Demonstration Lesson Free
By Appointment
Class Lessons, 25c

Boot and Shoe Repairing
Neatly Done
320 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
Over Hastings’ Dry Goods Store

ROCKLAND

716 MAIN ST.,

Private Piano Lessons 50c

ANDREW REKILA

First impressions are extri*mely ing. Counters and fixtures are in
important in any business estab bright finish and mirrors and cases
lishment and the customer certainly are gleaming. The large soda foun
tain is in keeping with the rest of
is well impressed by his first view
. the store and meets a generous patof the W. H. Brackett Jiug store -renage. The stock is extensive and
in Watts block, Thomaston. The all inclusive, filling that very large
store is admirably located in the range of needs expected to be filled
very heart of the business section; 1 by the modern drug store.
center store of the fine Witt- block
The prescription department at
and adjacent to the entrance to Brackett's has a well earned reputa
Watts hall, social and political tion for dependability and accuracy
heart of the town.
that is most pleasing. Every pre
The store bears out the promise scription is given utmost care in its
of its handsome show windows. It preparation by a skilled pharmacist.
is a modern drug store in every de I Every drug store need can he met
tail with orderliness and a general |at this modern store with a prompt,
feeling of immaculate care pervad dependable courteous service.

Call Miss Lamb, 1018-M
ROCKLAND, ME.

86-37

NEWBERT’S
RESTAURANT
LOBSTERS A SPECIALTY
PRICES REASONABLE
GOOD COFFEE

1

L

3

14

IS TO TAKE CHARGE OF OUR REPAIR DEPT.
Specializing on Ignition and Carburetor Troubles

Camden-Thomaston Bus Line Filling Station
TEL. G64-W

ROCKLAND

CAMDEN STREET

FT
1

ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR
FOR SALE CHEAP

WE INVITE YOU TO SEE OUR

TRUCKING SERVICE

Parlor Suites and Studio Couches

AND FURNITURE MOVERS
FOSTER’S TRANSFER

Special Values in Beds, Bedding and Floor
Coverings

W. R. FOSTER, Prop.

JOHN B. ROBINSON
CHISHOLM BLOCK,

Tel. Thomaston 139-3 Rev. Chg.

COMPLETE

And Supplies

Established 1863

Telephone 14
Store and Yard, 451 to 455 Main Street,
Mill, I 8 to 24 Tillson Avenue
Paint your roofs before cold weather with

House-Sherman, Inc.
442 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND

EBONOL or LIQUID ROOF CEMENT

Sherwin Williams High Grade Paints

ELECTRIC AND ACETYLENE WELDING

HARBORS1DE LUNCH

IRON WORK, BOILER WORK AND PIPING
Satisfaction Guaranteed—Moderate Prices

SANDWICHES, MAGAZINES
Lunch with us at the
Eastern Steamship Dock
TOBACCO
CIGARS

STEPHEN BRAULT & SON
NEW SHOP ON ME. CENTRAL WHARF

sent

TELS 97-R—97-W

The history of one’s family written in the

permanence of stone

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON, Inc.

FALL CAPS
69c, and 98c

GRANITE AND MARBLE

Ml 43

$

4*J
$$$$! 4ft

5b
5T

50

44

53

4b

45

for over 65 years
An Old Pharmacy
With Young and Modern Ideas
“Where Old Meets Young"

57

rz

Without a bluff we are working un
der the BLUE EAGLE
If you use FUEL OIL you can de
pend on us to have SHELL in your
barrel at all times.

A Prescription Drug Store

55

54

r

THOMASTON

&

Rich ln tradition and charming old day folk lore is St. George, most historic of Knox County's towns.
Every foot of its fertile fields or rugged shore ls hallowed ground, scene of some happenstance of tragedy
or humor in days long passed. The present day St. George, comprising a group of prosperous hamlets centered
about historic Tenant’s Harbor, though smaller by far in population than a half century ago is rich in natural
resources leading to prosperity, paving on a large scale agriculture, fisheries and many beautiful summer estates.

CAMDEN, ME.

51

E. A. AMES
105 MAIN ST.,

ST. GEORGE

BOYNTON-McKAY
DRUG CO., Inc.

Ml

40

THOMASTON, ME.
Phone 185-4

EAST UNION, ME.
Phone 13-31

CAMDEN, MAINE
Sole Shell Distributors Knox County

1

2*

JUST IN—NEW LINE

FRIGIDAIRE
LYNN BURNERS

WATER SYSTEMS

“The Big Elm Tea Room”
fc (hr only place in town to gel
everything that you want to eat,
from Lobster Dinner to a Sandwich
LABOR DAY
We can servo you at the tea room
or on the grounds at the ball park.
Try Our Sunday Special
Sundae for 10c
Tenant's Harbor

Tel. 6-2

DODGE AND
PLYMOUTH

We Also Sell the

CARS

CLARION RANGE

Used Cars ot All Kinds
General Insurance

Made in Maine

Harold H. Hupper
TEL. 55-5

TENANT'S HARBOR

HENRY K. ALLEN
TEL. 8607
'TENANTS HARBOR, ME.

ROCKLAND

W. H. GLOVER CO.

Electric Service

Come in and see
the new
assortment

GEORGE H. THOMAS FUEL CO.

tf

ST

5b

5t

THE LAST GIFT—A MEMORIAL

SURE WE’RE EGALIZED

1

19
31

r

55“

1

47
FIRST CLASS

lb

COLONIAL
BEAUTY SHOP
Tel. 133

FALL HATS

00 OUR MM

i-7

Zb

PENTTILA’S
INSTANT SHOE REPAIRING
83 MAIN ST..
THOMASTON

Lady Rosolyn
Facials
A Specialty

"MARK EVERY GRAVE"

II

15

14

30

TEL. 1274-W or 774-J

ROCKLAND

Buy Children’s Shoes at

'Q'NN? b

20

1 IB

JOSEPH NASSAR
31 TILLSON AVE.,

r 10

J. Walter Strout Alfred M. Strout
Insurance in all its branrhes
Probate Bonds
Notary Public
final Building Phone 158
110 MAIN ST., THOM ASTON, ME

15

FRUIT AND PRODUCE

EXPERT AUTOMOBILE MECHANIC

L 6

11

WHOLESALE

J. B. GARNET

1

Thomaston Schools Begin Sept. 5

ii

17
WE ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE THAT

J

4

Strout Insurance Agency

HORIZONTAL
1-A fur-bearing
animal (pi.)
6-Diagrama
12- Propelled with a
pole
13- A constellation
14- Rubbed out
16- Part of a coat
17- Amerlcan Temper
ance Society
(abbr.)
18- Lace fabric
20- Large monkey
21- Celebrate (abbr.)
22- Glrl's name
24- An absurd failure
25- Dropped
26-Jeer
28-Bound with tape
30- June-bug
31- Clear
32- A coal container
34-Gulded
37-lmplled but not
expreased
39-To set again
42-Wharf

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
44- A rule or law
15- Submit
16- Javelln
45- Girl'e name
47- Tavern
19- Ssllor (Colloq.)
20- Perform
48- Spirit <
23-Flnal
49- Greek letter
25-Gave food to
51- Joined
27-Pertaining to Eolia
52- Make dear
54-Narcotic
29-Grievea for
32- Hinder
56- A churl
57- Chief of evil spirits 33- Cholcer
34- Slow (Mui.)
58- Boy’e name
59- Gentlemen (8p.)
35- Lair
36- To each one
VERTICAL
37- Part of a muscle
1- Talke
38- To.etrike lightly
2- Large artery
39- Fish eggs
3- Rendt in piecee by 40- A vegetable
an exploalon
41- A plate as for bread
4- The (Fr.)
of the Eucharist
5- Paradiae
(Pl.)
7- Part taken by an
43-Hldden
actor
46-To tar again
8- Metrlc land measure 48-Chume
9- Fitted together
EO-The altar end of
10- Hut
church
11- A short line bearing 53-Before
a fish hook (pi.)
65-A men'e name

a

CAMDEN

A

This cnarming town is richly endowed by nature with magnificent bits of mountain, lake and rugged I
scenery of old ocean—famed the nation over for its palatial summer homes and beautiful Beauchamp Point. |
Withal it is a delightful town with its busy mills and thriving market place, an ideal place ln which to live.

DR. CLEMERET M. WALDEN
CHIROPODY, MANICURING,' SHAMPOOING AND PERMANENT
WAVING
MILLINERY, LADIES' AND CHILDREN'S FURNISHING
34 MAIN STREET, CAMDEN, ME.

SELL. /

SWAP/

Vhhougfottu,
WANT-ADS

WANT-ADS

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, September 5, 1933

Every-Other-Day
1

LAND BANK LOANS

Agent Can

With the Extension Agents

Page Fives

$5000

Lend

To

1933, H. J. Reynoidi Tobacco Coiapanj

Up To

Individual—

Other Information

— And The —

Carl E. Davis, secretary-treasurer
of the Knox-Lincoln National Farm
Loan Association, recently received
from Charles A. Wlndholz, Agent of '
the Land Bank Commissioner at
robe showed careful planning, buy- Springfield, Mass., whom he repre- ,
Agricultural
ing
and
a
considerable
amount
of
sents
a ^^p^ent ln this
Hodgkins Bros, of Jefferson are
sewing.
county, an explanation of the tern.
building an apple storage cellar. It ncrne
The style show illustrated gar- „normal„ yaIue
u appUe<J
will be 25x50x13, and will have ca ments that were suited to the dlf
pacity for nearly 10,000 bushels. A ferent occasions that a high school appraisal of farms. This will be par
packing room will be constructed girl would attend. The garments ticularly interesting to the farmers of <
over the cellar. They are now pour were loaned by Camden merchants: this county because of the large numing concrete and expect, to have It Haskell & Corthell, W O. Hall. W.
°f applications for loans from the
constructed by apple picking time. G. Achorn & Co.; and Mrs. Mary Land Bank Commissioner and be
They have a very good crop of apples McDermot.
cause the normal value of a farm, as
this year, free of worms and scab.
The models were Edith Nash, ariived at by an official appraiser,
Velma Grey, Pearl Nash, Pearl has a very important bearing upon
etinzof Knight,
At the executive board meetini
Edna the amount of money which may be
Evelyn
Stinson,
irm 5Bu- Young and Alma McDermot from j loaned by the Commissioner or the j
the Knox-Lincoln County Farm
reau in Friendship ln August a qhal- Camden; the girls from Hope were: Land Bank.
lenge was issued by four men Eileen Payson, Rachel Noyes, Kath- j “The law specifies that the basis
district managers to the three women erlne True and Louise Eugley.
of appraisal in all cases is the nor
managers to a contest in the mem
Miss Spaulding told how to make mal value of the land for agricul
bership campaign, points to I be out a clothing budget for the high tural purposes and Its earning power i
given according to the Stal.? Farm school girl and bulletins were dis for such purposes is a principal fac- j
Bureau Federation plan to the Vari tributed which will aid the girls and tor,” says Mr Wlndholz. "There ls
ous communities on renewals and mothers ln planning their wardrobes. a distinct difference between this
new members, the losing side to fur
A similar meeting ls being held in 5^,,
one Whlch averages the sale
nish a fish chowder to the winners Damariscotta at the Lincoln Acade- prjces o7 farms over a series of years 1
tha[
Nov. 1. The final report of the mem mv gymnasium next Wednesday at wlth th{,
average repbership campaign to be given at the 7 30
....
resents normal agricultural value. It'
Farm Bureau annual meeting Oct.
Miss Lawrence, home demonstra- ",ay rcpresent the avera«t'
P>-‘ce
26 in Camden. Th? district mana
gers are: Luther Carney, Sheep^cott; tlon agent, ls holding a series of Re- lor a certain oenod but 11 does not
Vellis Weaver, Waldoboro; E C. conditioning the Ward-obe meefin-" represent anything else. Where a
be appraised on Its earnTeague. Warren; Norris Waltz. this week: Sheepscott, today at farm
Damariscotta; Mrs. N. B Hopkins, Mrs Charles Hendricksons; Aina ,ln* P°wer- cr°P yields and prices, as
operation, Including
Camden; Mrs. Sidney Evans. Wis Wednesday, at Grange hall; White- weU “ cos’casset and Mrs. Jennie Payson, East field Thursday, at Grange hall; overhead charges such as taxes and
Union. Last year the contest was Bristol, Friday, at the vsstry; Edge- depreciation, must be taken into conwon by the women. The member comb, Saturday, at. Mrs. Rena sideration.
ship campaign will start Sept. 18 Dodge’s. A clothing clinic will be “Since a Lank Bank loan or a Com
with community committee meet held on all the dresses brought to missioner’s loan is made for a long
the meetings and suggestions will series of years, it is only natural that
ings.
• • • •
be given for making them over. New the normal agricultural value be con
Blueberry growers in the county fall style features will be illustrated. sidered In appraising the land for
loans because, as we have witreport good results where dusting Patterns of new sleeves, yokes and .
other dress accessories will be avail- nessed in the last few years, the sell
was done to check the maggot.
able.
ing price of farms may vary consid
The first poult.-yman to send ln
erably even over so short a period as
his application to „have his flock of .|
SEARSMONT
ten years. In the open market a farm
hens tested for pullorum disease was
game Sunday afternoOn
..........
..................................
... „
may be
worth
more or It may
bt
George Coleman, Jr., of ATlsc.i tv Appleton vs Searsmont. was a close worth less than the normal agriculAll applications must b_- in by ^onPP Searsmont winning one score, rural value.
15 in order to obUin the low rate 0.
Mrs
Woodcock and daugh....
....
ter Mildred Carver and three children ‘ “The appraisers who place values
• are at Woodbine cottage for two j on farm properties upon which their
Esther Robbins of South Hope is
owners wish to secure loans from the
Judging champion for 1933 in .the jjrs. Calvert Leeman and two sons Land Bank or Land Bank CommisForg?t-Me-Not 4-H Club.
J^lhave returned to Portland after a |Sioner estimate the production of the
reven girls in the club this year held vislt
j^,. parents; and one week I land then use the average of farm
t.heir Judging contest on hemmed at Round pond with her husband's j commodity prices between August
patches, with Mrs. Evelyn Vining as
19O9 and July ,9H
deUrmlne the
local leader. e
,
Miss Ruth Miller is in Canaan ! return of the products The value of
Voiiov
4 h r.hih,where she has a position as teacher some crops gets out of relation to

Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau

ofGADDleton recently held a Judging ln the publlc schooL’ t0T

“ year other values at Umes

Seed, Hungarian grass .................
Seed, millet
___
Seed, orchard grass
___

48
60
14

Seed, redtop ...................

14
44

Seed. Sea Island cotton ................
Seed, sorghum .....'.............................
Seed upland cotton .........................

60
30

...........................................................

12

Spinach

Strawberries .......... .'.......................... 40
Tomatoes .........................................
66
Turnips, English .............................. 60
Turnips, rutabaga ......................... 60
Wheat .................................................. 60
The standard weight of a
barrel of Flour ls................. 196 lbs.
The standard weight of a
barrel of Potatoes Is ......... 166 lbs.
The standard weight of a
barrel of Sweet Potatoes Is.160
__ ....
lbs

• RIGHT- SHE TAKES NO
CHANCES with her nerves. “I’ve tried
most of the cigarette brands,” says Mrs.
Burnham, “but for a long time I have
been an enthusiastic Camel fan. Camels,
being so much milder, never ruffle or
disturb my nerves, so I smoke them all
I want.”

IT IS MORE FUN TO KNOW

Farm machln-

c-ntest *on heSiuheV S Twelve members of Rosewood , cry may cost more or less with relawere nine contestants, and Avis Chapter, O.ES , attended the recent tlon to those prices and taxes are j
Ourney of Appleton is the Judging School of Instruction held at Stock- more now, and for some time to come j
champion Seven of t.he contestants! ton Springs and report a very inter- will be more than they were duting,
had correct placings.
♦ ; esting meeting.
• the period 1909-14. Such conditions.
....
Mrs. Carrie G. Packard and son of course, have to be kept in mind in ■
Robert who have been visiting her applying average prices to average '
Te1 ting the Flocks
parents Mr and Mrs. F. A. Dunton yields and in estimating earning [
Tasting Maine flocks of poultry fdr
returned to Portland
power of farms.
pullorum disease will start about seVerai from this place attended \ Of course, the price of farm comSept. 20. The price will be reduced t the jjarbecue Tuesday at Mossman | modifies , when applied to average
this year to 7 cents per bird, pro- pSearsport.
yields, ls not the only factor that
vided application is made on or be- j
__
’
enters into the determination of the
fore Sept. 15. and that flc:k owners
value of a farm All farms are not
STANDARD
WEIGHTS
are ready to test when the tester is
crop farms; the livestock carrying
working in a given area. Unless the
above conditions are met, special ar By Bushel As Provided By capacity of a farm is to be considered
and probable sales from livestock, the
rangements with the department,
proportion of good crop land to pas
Maine Statutes
must be made and the charge will be
actual cost but in no case less than
Standard weight per bushel as pro- ture, the acreage in orchard, tim
eight cents per bird. This is done, j v<ded by Section S9 of the Revised ber or waste. Then there are the
it is explained, to give those who co- statutes as amended by Public Laws I questions of drainage, overflow and
operate fully the benefit of the lower ,,f i»n and Public Laws of 1915. Cut erosion; Insect and plant pests and
cost which they help make possible it out and keep for reference.
1 diseases; the supply of water, acces1 Bushel—Pounds slbillty to markets, transportation
Application blanks have been
mailed by the county agent in each Apples _________________________ 44 ' facilities and the co6t of hired help .
county to a large group of poul’.-y- Apples, dried ____ _ ______ ...._______ .. 25 There Is also the location of the school
nren. Anyone r.ot having received Barley ...........
48 and church and the general characsuch a form may obtain one by ad Beans ................... ................ ............................ fid ter and spirit of the community. All
dressing their Farm Bureau Office Beans. Lima ........................................ 66 I of these have varying degrees of inor from the College of Agriculture at Beans. shell ......................... . ....... 28 tluence upon the value of a farm and
Beans, Soy .----- ................................ 68 they may be different today than they
Orono.
Two hundred and eighteen flock Beans, scarlet or white runner,
were In the period 1909-14
pole
60
owners ln Maine had their flocks
tested last year which included a Beans, string ...................................... 24
Mr. Windholz also points out that
total of 137,469 birds. Of this num Beans, Windsor (broad) ............... 47
the Land Bank ls permitted to loan
ber, 180 flocks with 121,841 birds were Beets .............................
up to 50 per cent of the appraised
accredited as free of pullorum dis Bee^ts," mangel-wurzel
1 normal agricultural value of the land
ease. Of the total birds tested (137,- Beets, sugar ...............
plus 20 per cent of the Insured, per
553) only 757 werd found to be in Beets, turnip..................
manent Improvements. He says fur
fected. or .55 per cent. This is the Beet Greens ...................
ther: “Land Bank loans are always
smallest percentage of infection Blackberries .........
found in any state doing this test Blueberries ................. ....................... 42 , made on the security of a first farm
Bran and shorts
20 mortgage but loans by the Lantt
ing work.
Buckwheat .......................................... 48
• • • •
Bank Commissioner may be made on
Carrots ...........
60 first or second liens on land and may
With the Homes
Corn, cracked
The wardrobe for the girl of high Corn. Indian ................................. 66 include farm chattels. Wherever
school age meeting was held in Cam Cranberries ........................................ $2 such loans can ** made within ^e
den last Aug. 24 with a good at Currants ....... _.................................... 40 terms ot the Farm Loan Act or the
Dandelions ZZZZ"""Z”Z"Z 12 Emergency Farm Mortgage Act they
tendance. considering the rainy day.
Miss Helen Spaulding, clothing Feed ...................................................... 50 i will be completed as rapidly as pos
specialist, opened the meeting by Flaxseed .............................................. 56 sible. Where the Land Bank can
not make a loan It will be the en
saying that the purpose of the proj Hair
deavor of the Agent of the Land
ect is to set. before mothers and Kale
daughters some fundamental prin Lime ..................................................... 70 Bank Commissioner to supply the
(except oatmeal) ..... ............ 60 farmer's needs.
ciples of garment selection for serv Meal
Meal, corn ................................. ....... 60
"The Agent can lend up to $5000
ice, health and appearance.
Meal, rye ............................................ 60
A moving picture was shown illus Millet, Japanese ................................ 36 to an individual. The Agent's loan,
when added to all prior indebtedness
trating how a 4-H Club girl having Oats .............
32
won out in her sewing for her coun Onions ............................
62 on the property must not exceed 75
per cent of Its appraised value. In
ty, but owing to poor posture her Parsley ................................ 8
leader saw that she would lose when Parsnips ...............................
45 other words, after the farmer ls re
competing with other counties.
So Peaches, dried .................................. 33 financed by the Land Bank Commis
the 4-H Club girl immediately set Peanuts, green ..-.......................... ...
sioner. the farmer must have an
about improving her posture. The Peanuts, roasted ...............................
equity ln his property of at least
picture illustrated the different ex Pears
.............
25 per cent. If he does not have that
ercises that she went through. Peas, smooth ............................................
much equity his chances of success are
Finally the 4-H girl won out when Peas, unshelled, green ...................
probably rather remote.
the try-outs came for the State.
"Many farmers, when they find
Evelyn Mills. University of Maine Potatoes ............
80 they can get a Commissioner's loan
Home Economics graduate displayed Potatoes, sweet
54 for a certain amount, approach their
a wardrobe that she had made for Quinces ................................................ 48 creditors and get them to scale down
herself which could be adapted to a tfice’brou‘gh ZZZZZZZZZ 44 i J*8* **** j? 8 P°int Where
can
high school girl. Miss Mills' complete
56
be
refinanced.
Many
of
the
creditors
wardrobe came to $37.74. Her ward- Rye
70 of the farmers prefer to have cash
Salt, coarse
70 for their claims even though their
Salt, Turk’s Island
Salt, fine ....................................... 60 claims are reduced in amount rather
HEALTH MEANS CHARM Salt, Liverpool ...... ,......................... 60 than to ‘carry’ farmers longer. A
Seed, alfalfa........................................ 60 survey made of Commissioner's loans
AND HAPPINESS
Seed, clover ........................................ 60 isome time agoindicated that atleast
Seed, hemp ......................................
44 ione out of every five loansresulted ln
Sparkling eyes
Seed, herdsgrais............................... 45 a scale-down of the farmer’s lndebtana smiling lips
Seed, Timothy ................................... 45 edness."
speak of health
and vitality. Clear
skin attracts. The
healthysctivegirl
is both happy and
popular.
’ Perhaps you
are not really ill
yet when the
clay’s work is done you are too tired
to enter into the good times that
other women enjoy. For extra energy,
try Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound. It tones up your general
health. Gives you more pep—more
charm.
Remember that 98 out of 100
women report benefit. Let it help
you too.

• ABOVE- CHARGING DOWN THE MIGHTY HUDSON to a thrilling finish in the long
race from Albany to New York, Mrs. Florence Burnham, brilliant woman driver, set a gruelling pace! Mrs. Burnham drove her hydroplane superbly over the 132-mile course...to
flash by the finish line the winner...in the record time of 3 hours, 37 minutes, 53 seconds!

Camels arc made from finer, MORE
EXPENSIVE tobaccos than any other
popular brand. Isn’t this the moat im
portant statement ever made by a ciga
rette manufacturer? Consider what it
means. Change to Camels and learn
that it’s the tobacco that counts!

• “I’LL NEVER BE a racing champion,but
I love the water. When I’m out on a boat I
have a keen zest for smoking. To avoid get
ting my nerves upset and fidgety I smoke
Camels. They keep right on tasting good even
when I go in for smoking in a big way.”

rjrj-.FUNERALS
fa’ MODERATE C

“I never would have been able to hold my boat
at record speed for hours,” says Mrs. Florence
Burnham, “if I didn’t take every precaution to
keep my nerves healthy. As a steady smoker. I
have tried most of the cigarette brands. But for
a long time I have been an enthusiastic Camel
fan. Camels, being so much milder, never rutile or
disturb my nerves, so I smoke them all I want.”

You are missing a new delight in smoking... an
added safeguard of healthy nerves...if you
haven’t yet switched to Camels. Begin today.
Your taste will quickly appreciate the natural
mildness of Camels... and your nerves will con
firm your taste — bringing overwhelming proof
that Camel’s costlier tobaccosdo make a difference!

NEVER GET ON YOUR NERVES
NEVER TIRE YOUR TASTE
EAST WALDOBORO

Mr. and Mrs. Kent G. Newbert ol
Portland and Mr. and Mrs. Frank M.
Newbert and daughter Leonora of
Falmouth recently called on friends
ln this place enroute to Spruce Head.
Miss Rena Wiley and Mrs Laura
Brackett are spending several weeks
here at their homes.
Miss Marian Flanders has been
guest of her aunt Mrs. W. L. Smth
and her father Ralph Flanders ln
Portland the past two weeks. Mrs.
John L. Flanders was also in Port
land over the weekend visiting rela
tives.
!
Miss Elinor Marshall of Cooper's
Mills is visiting her aunt Mrs. Minnie
Grover.
Mrs. Linda Lord of Allston, Mass.,
has been visiting Mr. and Mrs. LaForest I. Mank.
Mrs. James M. Manx spent Tues
day with her sister Mrs. Bertha Frost
in Thomaston.
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Thomas were
In Bangor Iasi, week, guests of Mr.
and Mrs. L. McIntire.
Recent guests of Mrs. Nellie Reever have been John Standish of Bos
ton, Fred Morton of Fitchburg. Mr.
and Mis. Glenwood Rcever and sons
Carl and Gerald of Beverly, Mrs. C.
E Morton and Mrs. N. J. Desjarlais
of Lynn, Mrs. Gladys Barton and
daughter Sue of Fitchburg, and Miss
Una Clark of Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank M. Goodwin
of Quincy, Mass, were weekend
guests at the home of her brother,
James Mank.
Miiton Masters of Round Pond re
osi cently spent several days with his
Since 1840 this firm has faithfully aunt, Mrs. Ethel Hanna.
Frank Johnson and guests have i
served the families of Knox County
[been enjoying a fishing trip in North
LADY ATTENDANT
ern Maine.
Day Telephone 450-781-1
The SoclaJ Club wlh hold its first
meeting of the season Sept. 7 at Mrs.
BURPEE’S
Nellie Reever's, with picnic dinner.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Goodwin and
children Marjorie aqd Edward of

COMPLETE-

STEADY SMOKERS
TURN TO CAMELS

Moore has some fine shore lots which Quincy. $4ass.. are guests of Mr. and
Quincy. Mass, have been visiting her i
SOUTH CHINA
he is developing.
mother, Mrs. Wilbur Stratton.
Mrs. W A Jackson.
F. K. Hussey ls having a lot ot
Mrs. Flora Jones and family ot
Miss Doris Esancy who has been
Percy Ludwig and Alfred Jackson
work
done
at
Camp
Abenakis
lncludWarren were recently callers on Miss employed at Guy Ladd's has com
were weekend guests of Mr and
l
ing
an
Infirmary
to
take
the
place
or
Ellie Mank.
pleted her duties there. She was last
Mrs. A E. Earle ln Auburn and witn
hospital tent.
them spent Sunday at Cundy's HarMr. and Mrs. Glen McCormack ot weekend guest of Misses Charlene I theMr.
and Mrs. Harold Hardy witn
Boston have been visiting Mr. and and Vivian Bumps and is now visit his father Robert Hardy of Lincoln | bor.
ing her sister. Mrs. Hazel Fitzgerald
Mrs. H. F. Wilson.
Mrs. Nelli? Borneman of Warren
ville and Mrs. Eleanor Payson of Hope
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Bovey motored on the Augusta road.
enjoyed the trip and festivities of th# has been visiting Mrs. Amber Childs.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Esancy enter Three-Quarter Century Club Sat •
Henry Meyer leturned to Dorches
to Old Orchard last week Friday.
Several from this place attended tained last Wednesday his brother urday, returning by way of this ter last weekend accompanied by his
the Mank reunion at North Waldo Albert Esancy of South Hope and place and calling on Mrs Lloyd Fitz brother and sister who were his
their nephews Leander Davis, Lyman
, guests here.
boro Grange hall.
and Mrs. Herbert Esancy.
Jones and Arthur Jones of East gerald
Misses Phyllis and Faye Farnham
Charles Stanley has recently sold
Mr. and Mrs. Coombs and two Union.
have gone to Philadelphia where they
j
four
nice
shore
lots.
daughters of Brunswick were recent
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Esancy spent Diuntr guests Aug. 28 it Herlxrt 1 will make their home with their
ly guests of Mr. and Mrs Lester
a few days last week with their uncle Esancy's were Mr. and Mrs. Frank father.
Mank.
and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. W C. Well Morse and daughter Joan, Mrs. Hat Mr. and Mrs. Vellis Weaver and
Mrs. Emily Jameson has been visit man, South Hope, also calling on tie <Esancy > Davis and little daugh daughter Frances attended the ex
ing her granddaughter Mrs. Clifford , other relatives ln that vicinity.
ter Charlene of North Searsmont and ecutive meeting of the Farm Bureau
Allen in Rockland.
Among the recent visitors at Camp , Mrs. Hazel (Esancy) Fitzgerald and in Friendship.
Mr. and Mrs. Byron ILudwlg of
Dr. T. F. Turner and George How Abenakis were Norman Bates of New daughter Arlene. Other recent call
ard of the village were recently call Jersey, who was one of the first and ers at Esancy’s were Mr. and Mrs Richmond were recent guests of Mrs.
second year councillors, and Dr. and Fred Fitzgerald, Mrs. Orrie Worth and Nellie Brown.
ers at C. Bowers'.
Charles Light, member of the Orff's
Mr and Mrs Albert Mank ot Mrs. Clifford Mooney of Newton. Mrs. Florence Clark of East VassalRound Pond were at Fred Mank's Mass., second and third year council- boro. Mrs. Minnie Chase and daugh Corner 4-H Club has returned trom
• lors. Mr. and Mrs. Hussey also enter ters Edith and Bernice of Gardiner, Slate Camp in Orono, delighted with
Sunday.
tained for a few days their neigh
the expereince. Congratulations to
Mr. and Mrs. Fred McCdbb and bors Mr. and Mrs Swan of Newton- and a cousin from Massachusetts, Charles on the honor of winning the
Linwood
Smith
of
Burkettville
and
Mrs. Vesta McCobb of Framingham, vlile and with them enjoyed a two
I trip
Misses Myra and, Winifred Fitch of day trip, calling at some of the other Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Randall of Provi
The 4-H Club held a successful ice
Worcester, Mrs. Edith Dingle of Mal camps in Maine and New Hampshire. dence. Mrs. Poole of Providence and cream rale at the Community House
den, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Rob Only 18 of the 40 boys at camp lelt Belgrade, Mrs. Swan of Newtonvllle, Wednesday evening, the proceeds to
inson and Alfred Shuman and family on the morning train from Water Mrs. Hattie Piper and daughter Alice be used for club expenses.
of Portland, have been recent visitors ville Saturday. Parents and frlend-s of Belfast and Mrs Belle Mitchell.
Mrs. Amber Childs, Mrs. Irene
Clyde Mitchell who has been en
at Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Mank's.
called for the remaining ones and joying a short vacation at home has Sprague and Mr. and Mrs. Albert El
councillors during the day.
well of the local Farm Bureau organi
returned to Presque Isle.
Howard Merrill and Miss Clara
zation were among those on the re
Tobev of East Vassaiboro were guests
cent annual auto tour. For the first
ORFF'S CORNER
Aug. £7 at Ralph Esancy s. Other re
time the tour passed through Orff s
cent guests Include Mr. and Mrs.
Corner, making a stop at Mrs. Childs'
Harry Merrill, sons Chester and Wal There were no services Aiir. 27 at to view her flower gardens, which are
lace of Windsor. Mr. and Mrs. Jatn«s Ihe church owing to the pastor being beautiful to see at the present time.
Caswell of Augusta, an& Mr. and Mrs. on vacation. The midiweek prayer
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Johnson and
Ralph Small and son Kenneth ot meeting was also omitted. Services chHdren Arthur and Phyllis who
last Sunday were held as usual.
Three Mile Pond and Augusta.
have been visiting Mr. and Mrs. Wil
Miss Jennie Coo',broth of Tenant's lard Eugley. have returned to Provi
The Zonta Club Is having tome
Hatbor
has
been
visiting
Mrs.
Albert
clearing up and other work done
dence.
Mr. and Mrs. Albee Sidelinger are
around the grounds and grove at the Elwell.
Mrs.
Henry
Caddy
of
St.
George
on a motor trip to Massachusetts.
Health Camp.
I Mr. and Mrs. Frank Morse and spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Harriet Shirley of Concord,
SIMON K. HART
daughter Joan of Hope and Camden Albert Elwell.
N H . and Miss Emily Conary of Arl
MONUMENTS «-S-tf
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Smith, son Al- ington. Mass., were dinner guests
53 Pleasant St. Rockland Tel. H1IM spent two days tenting on their farm
on the shore of China Lake. Mr. ! bert and daughter Dorothy ol Tuesday of Mrs. Albert Elwell.

I
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r
I home In Glen Rock. N. J. returned
home Sunday.
.
.
Leon Leighton Jr. and family ol
Rcv. Joseph W. Strout who has £Z?wjs^on were gucsts of Mr and Mrs
been a'. Jonesport for the summer Lf
on
the Knox Hotcl for lhl,
ls the guest of Mr. and Mrs. John wfekend and holiday.
Hewet •
I
Mr and Mrs. Howard Newhard of Mrs. Wallace A. Peyler and son who
Personal, Student and Monarch Size Stationery of excellent white
Allentown. Pa. and Miss Leila nave been visiting relatives in Port- j
ripple or plain bond paper, printed on top center of paper and on
Clark and Earl Cogan of this town land, have returned home,
flap of envelopes. Copy for name and address on envelopes and
were supper guests of Mrs. Clayton Miss Katherine Aagerson was an
Oliver in Friendship Wednesday.
j overnight guest of Mrs Percy Averill
paper must be exactly the same.
Mrs. Dora Comery and Mr. and Friday, and left for Bloomfield, N. J j
Printed in black or blue ink. Not over three lines. Note size 6x7,
Mrs. Sanford Comery and son Prank- Saturday to resume teaching,
ideal for women's use; 200 single (or 100 double sheets) and 100
lin return today to Belmont. Miss Mabelle Brown spent the
envelopes to match $1.00. Student’s size 5%x8tt, 150 sheets and 100
Mass., after spending the summer in weekend and holiday with her partown.
| ents. Capt. and Mrs. John Brown
envelopes to match, $1.00.
Miss Anna Fessenden returned to Mlss
h Gilmore of Kezar Falls
Monarch size, a man’s size for personal or business use, 150 sheets
It sells more people be
Newtonville. Mass. Monday and re»jwas gueS( of Mr. and Mrs. Theodore
7,<x10,2 and 100 envelopes 3%x7H plain white bond paper only, $1 50
cause more people like to
sumes her teaching position in j McLain over Sunday.
Raised letter printing on paper only, each size 60c extra.
Needham this week. She was ac- Mrs chartes w singer and Mtss
see it. Skillful heads and
Write name and address plainly, print if possible. Remit with
companied by Miss Mildred Dem- Harriet R. Williams made a weekend
Fog Further Information Write Tie Cement Service Man. Care Of:
hands prepare it with one
tnons as far as Portland, and Miss trip to Moosehead Lake returning
order, please, either by check or money order. Postage 10c extra.
Mary Nicholson returning to Boston
vital point in mind—ef
Monday.
after visiting Mr. and Mrs. Patrick Stanley Kalloch of Bangor and
fectiveness. It must get
Sanfey.
J
Mr and Mrs. Warren Knights friend were guests of his parents foi
ROCKLAND, MAINE
results.
the
weekend
and
holiday.
WALDOBORO
entertained Mr. and Mrs. Aaron
VINALHAVEN
Clark and the latter's brother and Capt James Fales has leased the ,
Inquire about
AU mfmb<>rso{
Chapter
sister. Raymond and Elizabeth Keyes house lately occupied by, Miss Alida , ....
w. Marguerite
.......____ _____
. All schools in town commence the
8.nl”£CU l°
P°ssesslon | O ES . wishing to visit Oold?n Rod fall term today.
of Bucksoort. at cards Thursday
Our Low Rates ...
evening at their home. Refresh within a month.
Chapter at Rockland, will leave VinalMrs. Ellsworth Harris, who has
Road
Commissioner
Simmons
has
a
ments were served.
haven on the morning boat. Sept. 8 been guest of her parents Mr. and
Mr and Mrs Hartley and chil large crew at work on the West The tound trip ticket. $145. will te Mrs. E. 8. Mayo, returned Saturday
Advertisements ln this column not to
dren Dorothy and William of Mel Meadow road.
good for return until Monday Also (0
yOrk.
exceed three lines Inserted once l'or 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
rose. Mass.. Mrs. Bowman of Whit Capt. Isaac Archibald has rebuilt members wishing to visit the School
Mrs. Oertrude Perry of Brewer Is
tional lines flve cents each for one time,
insvllle and Mrs. Jennie Salisbury i the shed burned last spring and is of Instruction at Rockport. Sept. 6. v tailing Mrs. Li'ra Winslow,
MIDDLEAGED woman wanted to take
10 cents for three tlmea. Six words charge In elderly man's home. Write
of Boston were house guests of Mr. getting in his winter's stock of lum- may take advantage of this same ofler
Mrs. Oracia D. Libby. Miss Clara
make a line.
A M , care this paper ■__________ 104-106
and Mrs. Oscar Oould over the holi-, ber.
and tickets will be good from that Oay and Miss.Doia Oay have been
ENERGETIC man or woman wanted
day
day until the next Monday.
passing a few days with Mr and Mrs
as Local Distributor
Sales experience
Mr. and Mrs. Merritt Robinson are
preferred
HOYT BROTHERS. Shipman
Calendar for school year 1933- Frank Harding at Head Tide.
8t . Newark. N. J
405'lt
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Mr. and Mrs Warren Hill of Read 1934: Fall term, Sept. 11 to Dec. 15;
Mrs. Ida Cotton and Miss ('.race
HIGH SCHOOL girl wanted to work
ing. Mass . werc guests of Miss Edith winter term. Jan. 1 to March 23; cotton of Revere. Mass., and Noble
Copeland.
board during school year. Inquire 176
Mrs. William Bradford of Friend Lenfest for the weekend and holiday. spring term. April 9 to June 15; school boro and Mrs. James Lockery of Bath
MAVERICK ST. Rockland
106*108
THREE BLACK suit cases lost Thurs
ship is visiting Mrs. Theodore Brad William Stone and family took an holidays. Thanksgiving recess. Nov naVe been visitors at Mrs. Lilia M
ELDERLY woman wanted to do light
day
p
in.
between
Rockport.
Owl's
Head
ford.
automobile trip into Canada ever the 30 to Dec. 4; Patriot's Day . April 19: Blaney s.
and St. George Reward. Finder notify housework and take care of Invalid.
TEL ROCKLAND 21-23.________ 104-106
weekend.
STATE POLICE. Thomaston
105*107
Memorial Day. May 30 The same
Mr and Mrs. Clyde Benner and son
Mrs Abbie Morton is guest of Mrs. Mrs. M. C. Hamilton. Mrs Frank eachers are engaged as last year wj,o
been
Mr and Mrs
—A CANVASS COVER lost between Lin ' HOUSeTkEEPINO position wanted.
Reliable
Excellent character.
colnville and Camden. Priday afternoon Neat.
Henry B. Shaw.
H Davis and daughter Allie who have Pupils entering school for the first R/xsco* L. Benner, have returned to
Reward. Return to PINE TREE TRAN8- Leave city II necesaary Write J. L care
Miss Edna Lermond and friend of spent the summer at the old home time must be five years of age on or West orange. N. J.
FER CO, Thomaston Tel 77
105-107 Courier-Gazette__________________ 104*109
Whitinsville. Mass , are visiting Mr. stead on West Main street left for before Oct. 1.
Mrs. Virgil Wallace and Maynard
PROBATE WORK wanted. Eleven
NOTICE Is hereby given ol the losa
and Mrs. Ouv Lermond
Campcllo. Mass. Monday morning
of savings book numbered 1444. and th? years' experience ln Probate Ofllce.
Mr. and Mrs Clifton Porter who wa;ia-e have returned from a visit
Mr and Mrs. David Dickey. Mrs Mrs Hamilton expects to go later to have
EDNA M PAYSON. 81 Grace St. Tel.
owner
of
said
book
asks
for
duplicate
ln
been at Camp Merrie Macs. jn Bath.
accordance with the provision of the 163-M._____________________________ 81-tf
Lizzie McDonald of Marlboro. Mass St. Petersburg. Fla.
Shore Acres, for the past two weeks.
Mr and Mrs Earle Spear and Miss
State law
THOMASTON NATIONAL
POSITION as chet or order cook want
and John Dickey of Bedford. Mass
BANK by R O ELLIOT. President ed Best of references. HORACE PERRY.
Miss Myrtle Wolf is employed at left Monday for their home in Som- ccrothy Spear passed the weekend in
Thomaston. Me.. Aug. 21. 1933
arrived Friday nfLing .o
Central Maine Power Co. office erville. Mas s
Grace
St. City.
’tf
Warren.
100*T-106
weekend and holiday at the home
Mrs. Florence Lavorgne who has
Mrs W H. Osborne of Oorham has
of Mr and Mrs. Luther Clark.
lin Roc kland
Miss Co-a Fogertv is visiting in the Mrs Blanche Pease who has been been the guest of Mrs. Fred Lawry been guest of her sister Mrs. Florence
home of her brother Nelson Fogerty' visiting Mrs. Fannie Brown returned and Mrs. Bucklin, left Saturday for shuman.
Portland.
The meeting of the Susannah Wesin Cushing
her home ln 83111 Saturday.
Laforest Brown of Lowell. Mass. Miss Evelyn Lindsay of East MaFrank
.niney of Frutt.and Park, ley Society was omitted on account of
tt
motored here Fridav and is guest chias and Turner Falls. Mass , was Fla., was a guest at Set 'O Sun cot- Labor Day
LADIES—Reliable nalr goods ai RockPEARS, corn, cucumbers, tomatoes,
of Mr. and Mrs. L. H Dunn.
weekend guest of Dr Ethel Crie.
:age. Shcre Acres, over the holiday.
Harold Clark has had an artesian
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall ordert greens and other vegetables for sale,
L. A Coombs has been drawn on ' well drilled on the land he recently
Miss Janet Leighton returned Sun- John Egerton of New York city arsolicited. H. C. RHODW. Tel.
I H E BOWDEN, Lake Ave. Tel. 1183-R
____________ _______________________________________ 104-106
day to West Springfield. Mass , where rived Saturday to visit his mother he grand jury and Joseph Ames on bought of Mrs. Augusta Oenthner and
CIDER MILL starts Sept first, every
LARGE carpenter's tool chest and
she has a teaching position, after I Mrs. Fannie Egerton and sister Mrs the traverse.
is making preparations to build a
Friday Monday and Wednesday there many nice tools for sale. P. H WHIT
r pending the summer vaca'.‘on with Edward P. Ahern.
Miss Virginia Black left Saturday house,
after.' making 3 cents gal. Vinegar 20c. NEY. 117 Llmerock St
106*lt
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Leighton. She I Mrs Carrie 8. Page and daughter to resume teaching at West Hartford. , <p b. Brown is at his camp on
Delicious sweet cider 30c. SIMONTON
HOUSEHOLD furniture for sale din
Wast
Rockport.
________________
105*107
made the trip by motor with a friend. Mrs jjai c0ob of Woodfords spent 3onn.
Harbor Island.
ing table, chairs, refrigerator and other
WE ARE prepared to make your wool furniture
Call Tuesday. Sept. 5 at
Mrs. Stone who has been a guest gunday with Mr. and Mrs. E. P
Mrs George Bennett and daughter
Local visitors at the State Capitol
Into
yarn
Write
for
prices
Also
rug
501
OLD COUNTY ROAD. Rockland, or
Normj who have been guests of Mr. on
Qay were pleased to read
at the Knox Hotel.
'starrett.
and knitting yarns for sale. Samples Tel Camden 8266
105-107
The correspondent attended the Mrs Herbert White of Brookline. -and Mrs. P A. White, went to Port- ts,e name of Dr. Allen R. Benner
free. H. A BARTLETT. Harmony. Me
Yi£TT YOUR cauliflower now while
«
104-115
religious festival of the "no*
" Mass., spent the weekend with her land Saturday.
listed on the program as one of
they are cheap, also tomatoes, cucum
Mrs Joxph Nicho’.s. Miss Leola "Maine's Famous Summer Resi
SEWING MACHINES new and second bers. cabbage, for pickling and canning
ty Association for Rural
aunt Miss Marv J Watts.
QAVALITE, the newest feather
hand. 110 upwards
Parts and repairs GEORGE BREWSTER 43 Rankin St
Education hf,ld
*k!and
Mr and Mrs T. L. Holland o, Nichols. Mr and Mrs Jack Phillips dents.'' Dr Benner, who is thc son
weight rainwear fabric, fash
Ior all makes. SINGER SEW mACH. Tel 48-W.
105-107
Congregational C urc.
‘
Brookline. Mass are guests of Mr and daughters Norma and Con ' of the late Mr and Mr.s. E R. Ben
CO
393
Main
St..
Rockland.
Tel. 66-J.
Ions these two delightfully modish
BALANCE of my furniture for aale. at
105*107
stance left Saturday for Boston- where ner. is native of Waldoboro and has
diking feature and Mrs Rodney Brasier
117 Llmerock St., Wednesday and Thurs
slickers and, with its silky soft kid
they will make their home.
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS at all tlmea day. Sept 6-7
F H WHITNEY 117
a, home
here and also onc in Friendfinish, furnishes a neat example of
Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO. Llmerock St._____________________ 106*lt
in Itself. He was pleased to note Mrs. Martha Carter who has spent
llrti dull
‘*».
Misses Gertrude Vinal
and ril)$
Phyllis
91-tf
the newest thing in rubberized
children from Cushing and South her vacation at Southwest Harbor. B,ack ha. returned from Rangeley snlp}itw i’ork l'arii Fatkimt
FOR SALE Your favorite brew. Old
Warren. who' are brought in town to has returned home,
fabrics This material consists of a
KEYS! KEYS! KEYS! Keya made to England Ale. $2.40 per case; Old HeldelLake.
order.
Keys
made
to
fit
locks
when
brau Beer. $2 40 per case. Michel. $2 40
attend the Bao'.lst and Federated
,
. . . •
allk fabric impregnated with a rub
Mrs. L. R. Smith ha returned from
o-ues’s of friends in town, lelt
original keys are lost. House, ofllce or per case Each ca«e contains 24 bottles
The coat shown at the right la
Sunday schools, who marched in the
, Rockland where she a’.ti"^'d-JlTe Monday for Quincy. Mass.
ber compound making it opaque.
Car. Code books provide keys for all Add 50 cents for case and bottles, to all
“ ade and had part in the exercises Mr. and Mrs. William Tessin of funeral services of her uncle E Mont
locks without bother, t-issors and mall orders which are returnable.
It looks like leatber with a silken of the same material ln bright red.
■ur. ana Mrs L W. Sar.born, daugh
Knives sharpened Prompt service. Rea STOVER FEED MFG CO on track at 86
at the church.
Mattapan. Mass., have been weekend Perry.
sheen A coal weighs less than a its style Interest being accented
ter Pauline and son Herbert were
sonable prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO.. Park St . Rockland. Juat below Armour's.
Charles lewis and son Winslow and holiday gucsts of Mr. and Mrs
Misses Margaret and Louise Libby guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
pound, drapes well and does not through the darker red stubby um
408 Main St . Rockland. Tel. 791.
Tel _1200_________________________ 105-107
91-tf
who spent Sunday and the holiday Ray Spear
arrived Thursday from Wollaston. Oeorge Gray at Idlewild cottage.
brella with Its composition crook
crack or become taekv
UPRIGHT piano, very reasonable price
with Ills aunt Miss M. J Watts, went Edward Shibles left Tuesday morn- Mass.
for quick sale CALL 166-R
106-108
*
Shore Acres.
The rainy day cot.t shown at tbe handle.' These new waterproof
to Boston Mondav night.
Ing for Worcester. Mass., on a busiMrs. Della Simmers entertained the
FOR SALE—Greatest values ever of
The baseball game Sunday after
left ts modeled in white but is also coats with thetr chic designs are
fered.
Presto
Jar
rings.
6
packages
for
Earl Cogan has been called back ness trip.
Noneaters a: Smith's Point Friday.
noon at the School street grounds
and navy a long way from the old fashioned
to be had hi red. grn
25c: Armour's or Swift's Pure Lard. 8c
to service by the Central Maine Miss Annabell Williams who has
Mr Bertha Raymond and Miss between Vinalhaven and Thomaston
per lb. 20 lbs. $1.59; new native pota
It has the appearance of a smart "rain coat” which used merely lo
Power Co.
(been
at her cottage In Cushing and Sara Smith wh have been at Set 'O resulted in the score of 4 to 2 ln favor
toes. $100 bushel. 27c per pk. The gov
i keep out the weather.
town-country outfit.
ernment ls killing off 4.000.000 pigs and
Mr and Mrs. Edward Andrews and with her mother has been guest of Sun cottage tt past two weeks ex- of Vinalhaven.
FOUR ROOM apartment and •« room 1.000.000 brood sows. Our advice Is. Buy
two children who have visited Mr. Mrs Harry Moody, returned 8unday pccttolcav' W dnesday for Fruitland
lard today. Native fresh eggs. 25apartment.
modern.
to
1 c.
MRS your
32c per dozen; Fine Granulated Sugar
and Mrs. N. F. Andrews recently, re- to South Portland
Park. Fla whe s they will spend the
FROST. 8 Summer St. Tel. 318-W
100
s.
$4 98 ; 25 lbs $129. 10 lbs 52c.
turned Monday to Plainfield Vt.
I Chester Smalley, John Upham winter months
Z
96-tf
"Orammy’ Graham Flour. 10 lbs 35c
returned from
Mr and Mrs John McAvoy cf Richard Feyier and Henry Fales were
Neil Caldetw
SINGLE hou.«e and garage to let. six Stover a Pride Flour $1 per bag. $7 90 per
rooms, modern, sunny flne location IRO barrel Domino Confectionery Sugar or
Iowell are guests of Mr. and Mrs attendants at the baseball games in a boys' camp a: Denmark where he
Broadway CALL 1179-J_________ 106*106 Brown Sugar 4 pkgs 30c Lowest cash
Bertram Copeiand
i(Boston
Boston Sunday.
.
councillor and also had charge ot
and carry prices ln New England Mall
' Mr. and----Mrs. C.
_ _
_
,
0^
mus
j;.
FURNISHED apartment on Orient St .
F Dennison and
fllled STOVER FEED MFG CO .
to let Inquire ALBERT PETERSON, at orders
Miss Marilyn Greenlaw who has
_ .__ „„
Mn and Mr and Mrs. M. A. Dilinich
Fuller-Cobb-Davis
104-tf on track at 86 Park St. Rockland. Just
below_
Armour's.
Tel 1200_______105-107
Thieves have be
- . g
spent the weekend in Portland guests been visiting her grandparents Mr
TWO TENEMENTS to let, 9 Suffolk St., , 300 PULLETS for sale. Rhode Island
summer on the Meadow road and at Qf
ElweIL
and Mrs. Jr se Oreenlaw. returned
upper six rooms, partly furnlsned u I Reds,
also Barred Rocks. ALEX NENO
Mill River. The home of William LUUeton SUong and son Little- Saturday to Camden accompanied by
desired. Lower five rooms an dbath. NEN R
F D_ 3 Waldoboro._______105*107
furnace heat MILTON M GRIFFIN
Fcylcr on the road to Rockland was wn came fro|n Boston and were her aunt Miss Rita Greenlaw who
106-tf
FOR SALE More For Less” Egg Mash.
was
enroute
to
Boston.
broken into Saturday evening an weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Her$198; "More For Less” Growing Feed.
SIX ROOM MJVUUU Uyui Gdv
Union Church Circle will hold the
More For Less” Dairy Feed. $1.63;
money to the amount of $80 taken b„rt Morgan Mr strong returned
bath to let. adulta only. Inquire LIL $1.98;
• More For Less” Scratch Feed. $1.90;
from a wardrobe, of which $50 was Mcnday takjng wlth him his ycung. usual supper at the vestry Thursday
LIAN BICKNELL. 82 Llmerock St
'More
For
Less” Stock Feed. $149. All
105*107
dropped in making the exit through (.t son who had
making a visit at 5.30.
of our poultry feeds contain Nopco XX
Misses
Ora
and
Jane
McFarland
FURNISHED
roonv.
to
let:
nil
modern
| Oil. and Dried Milk. No other feeda
the winoow. Mr. Feyier and Mrs. tQ Mrs Morgan
conveniences. FLORA KIRKPATRICK. offer you such great values as our "More
Elizabeth Leavitt, wno hate built up John Qewmter. Almond Dav and who havc bren gucsts of Mr. and Mrs.
For Less” Feeds. They are made fresh
15 Grove St. Tel. 94-R.___________
Charles
Young
returned
Saturday
a good trade in home cooking, were R(chard
havp returncd
,hp
Buy them today and save the
~WELL furnished apartment Vo let. dally.
to Dorchester. Mass.
difference STOVER FEED MFG CO., on
three
rooms,
toilet
and
shed.
12
KNOX
owners cf the stolen money. The c.c.c. camp at Prveburg after a short
track at 86 Park St., Just below Armour’s.
Mrs
Edward
Condon
and
daughter
ST Tel. 156-W___ ________________ 96-tf Tel 1200 _______________________ 104-106
house was entered by removing a vacatjoa
Gertrude lett Friday for Upper Darby,
" HOUSE to let at 5 Rockland St . all i SEVERAL tenements to let ln good
rcreen from the window. Mr. Feyier
w. ‘and Mrs BenJamin Smalley Pa They were guests of Mrs. Conmodern, garage. D. SHAFTER. 15 Rock condition,
very reasonable rent. Call at
and Mrs. Leavitt werc in Rockland
. . ( and son Bennie were guests of Mr. don'tt mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Urquland St.
M-tf C. M. BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE
until late In the evening purchasing ,8mall s aunt
And^, Mass over
_________________________________ 104-109
FURNISHED
heated
apartment
to
let
WORLD-FAMED FLYING COUPLES MEET — Capt.
materials for use in their business. Sund .
Mr. and
Colin Wood wh0 have
Inquire 14 MASONIC ST.
91-tf
WHBft you are planning to well youi
Jamei and Mra. Amy Mollitan, Britlah transoceanic flyand upon their return discovered the I
FOUR ROOM apartment with bath to chickens and fowl, call PETER EDera, and Capt. and Mrs. Haizlip, of St. Lours, take a
91-tf
robbery. Miss Eva Marsh who lives
let. $18 a month V. F. STUDLEY, 283 WARDS Tel. 806-J, Rockland
flight from New York together in a Shell Oil Company's
Main St. Tel. 1154.
92-tf
in thc upper rcoms cf the house told '
FITTED hard wood and Junks, per
plant. Haizlip (left) holda the weat-eaat transconti
HEATED apartments, all rnoaern. four cord $8; fitted soft wood, $6. T. J. CARthe officers she was sitting on the J
nental record of 10 hra. 19 mina. Mra. Haizlip (right)
91-tf
rooms. Applv at CAMDEN 8e ROCK ROLL. Tel. 263-21.
BEN
BERNIE,
the
Pabat
Blue
Ribbon
porch until 8 o'clock, when she went i
LAND
WATER CO Te’ 634 _____ 91-tf
aet a new world’s record for women in the Shell speed
Beer
Maestro
at
the
Chicago
World's
to her rooms and tuned in on the
dash at Cleveland last
TWO- RENTS, upper and lower, at 34
Fair, ia entering a jar of snake meat in
radio. Deputy Sheriff Ludwick. Lieut.
Pleasant St. Apply MISS ANNE FLINT.
year by flying 255.5 m.p.h.
competition to Arnot and Andy’s Peaches
81-tf 1
32 School St . or Tel. 1161-R.
Arthur Cushman of the State High-1
in the International Canning Con
♦
way police and State Patrolman Shaw
test sponsored by the Ball Institute
♦
were called and after Investigation I Pretident of Penn Mutual
of Home Canning. Mist Pat Mikkelgave their opinion that it was some- i
son
is
the
young
lady
in
the
picture.
FOR SALE- All on the rent plan. $600.
Citet Performance
one familiar with the place who did j
Knox Hall, South Thomaston; $2100.
eight room house and barn; $425. four
the deed. Adelbert Benner report*
In Depression
acres of land; $1250, large double tene
that several gallons of gasoline were J
COTTAGES and ramps to let and for ment house; $2000. double tenement
stolen from hls bus, which he had
xale
E V. SHEA. South Thomaston house, all In South Thomaston. V. F.
Tel Rorkland 354-11
STUDLEY. 283 Main 8t. Tel. 1154
filled to use in transporting the
a* that will break all past records
FOR SALE at once at tnese prices. ___________________________________ 88-t?
rchool children Tuesday, and alto
be experienced when business
Cottage at Megunticook Lake, $800;
FIVE ROOM house for sale, on Broad
gas was taken out of the tank on his | will
also cottage at Megunticook Lake $1600 way. $1000. Must be sold at once. V.
returns to normal, in the opinion
automobile.
V
F
STUDLEY.
283
Main
St.
Tel.
1154.
F
STUDLEY. 283 Main St. Tel. 1154
of William A. Law, president of the i
94tf
_____ ___
104-tf
■'The Treasure" was the subject of' Penn Mutual Life Insurance Com
FARM for sale, 100 acres. 30 tillable.
Mr. Leach's morning sermon at the ' pany, a former president of the
60 wood. 10 pasture. Fronting on ocean
Federated Church. The choir sang
No. 13734
American Bankers’ Association,
' Inlet, back on Friendship river, on Pleasthc anthem ''Still. Still With Thee."' and a recognized authority on I
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
1 ant Point road ln South Cushing.
NEW N.R.A. STAMPS—Gen. H.
Morning worship was followed by the ; financial subjects.
Office of Comptroller of the Currency | Thirty apple trees, four room bungalow,
Johnson and Postmaster Farley,
garage, chicken house Apply on premWashington. D. C.. July 19. 1933
Mr. Law said the future growth ]
sacrament of the Lord's Supper. “Re- '
examining a large drawing of the
104*106
WHEREAS, hy satisfactory evidence | lses__MRS A C. CAMPBELL
Joicing in Hope" was the theme of the j of life insurance ls assured by the
stamp design. 400,000,000 of
presented
to
the
undersigned
lt
has
been
THE L. E GRIFFIN house at 25 James
in M.Mnn.i R.a.. THE "RUBIAYAT,” one of several
record of performance of the legal
these stamps have been issued
evening sermon. Mrs. Leach and
made
to
appear
that
St.,
Rockland
for
sale
Hardwood
floors,
«v CnniMt
f,st M,l,n9 schooners now in Chlcareserve companies during the last
to impress the public with the
electric lights, large lot. Price right.
Mrs. Stone sent the flowers for thc
“TIIE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF
r-nrinn.
Dnrt.r
°°
and
en
t*red
in
the
major
yachting
three
and
a
half
years
and
by
the
necessity of backing the N.R.A.
Apply to M. M. GRIFFIN. Rockland. Me.
ltO( KI XNI)”
day. roses, phlox and zinnias.
«
for the World’s
_________________________________ 97-tf
confidence which this record has
In the CITY of ROCKLAND ln the
• • • •
Voonn.tnwn
’
o
Fair
P
eriod
*t»
owner
is
Nathaniel
Instilled
in
the
public
mind.
County
of
KNOX
and
State
of
MAINE
j
SOCIETY GIRL who battled
FOR SALE—Six room house, good lo
I
thi Huhinkam, prominent Chicago attorhas compiled with all the provisions of cation. price right. Thts property ls a
"During the depression, the life
Mrs A. R. Benedict of Medomak
Octopus—17 year old Flor
the Statutes of the United States, re good Investment
m
ne>- “Hank” Rubinkam, his brother
Its location is on a
Insurance
companies
have
met
one
ence
Douglass,
daughter
of
a
and New Jersey will visit the Thom
?r»‘in th\Xk-”d_
01
quired to be compiled with before an 1 cement road. ROBERT COLLINS. Real
of the most trying tests in their
California inventor and scien
association shall be authorized to com- I Estate Agency.
aston Garden Club next Thursday
95-tf
Cup,
is
the
skipper.
J eye State.
history,” Mr. Law said. “With
mence the business of Banking:
tist, who dove into a pool in
and give a practical demonstration in
NOW Therefore I. J. F. T OCONNOR.
business
stagnated,
with
banks
fail

which
an
octopus
had
been
artistic flowrr arrangement. The
Comptroller of the Currency, do hereby J
ing, with millions unemployed and
placed. The monster attacked
certify that
meeting will be held at 3 o’clock ln
with vast numbers forced to draw
her and thus her father was
“THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF
the Congregational vestry. The club
You
WhatY<
upon thelr life insurance reserves,
able to take pictures of the
ROCKLAND”
William A. Law
cordially invites the Camden. Rock
the companies withstood the storm
.In
the
struggle.
in the CITY of ROCKLAND In the
land and Warrcn Clubs to be present.
and are today in a position to meet safety of principal rather than big
County of KNOX and State of MAINE Is
Miss Harriet Rose returned to Bos
several times over any legitimate profits and we shall plan for secur
authorized to commence the business I
of Banking es provided ln Section Fifty |
ton Monday after a visit with her
demand that might be made upon ity in old age. Too many of us
one hundred and sixty nine of the Re
them.
cousin Mrs. John Creighton
have seen men and women lose
vised Statutes of the United States.
"In the three years, 1930-32. the their life savings to trust our fu
HAVE YOUR
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Sawyer, ac
In Testimony Whereof, witness
legal
reserve
life
insurance
com
(Seal) my hand and Seal of Office this
ture
welfare
to
speculation.
companied by Mr and Mrs. Patrick 1
NINETEENTH day of July. 1933.
“It is in this that 1 see a growth
FRAMING DONE AT
Fanfev, left thts Tuesday morning for J panies paid out more than $7,000,J F. T. O'Connor,
000,000 in policy and premium of life insurance beyond anything
Comptroller of the Currency.
Presque Isle to attend the annual
loans, surrender Values, and pay It has yet trpproaehed. Life Insur
88-114
fair.
ments to pollcyholdera and benefi ance will be purchased more and
Ralph Swift of thc Princeton C.C.C.
ciaries. Despite these tremendous more as a form of investment as
ramp is visiting hts parents for a few ! payments, the life insurance com distinguished from the conception
GREATEST AUTO SHOW ON EARTH—The World’s Fair Ofdays.
panies increased their total assets of it as solely a protection ot one's
ficial Parking Area, which extends from 16th to 26th streets
by more than $2,000,000,000 in the family in case of death. More and
The Beta Alpha Club will hold a
along the grounds of A Century of Progress, Chicago, is said
depression period.
food sale on the Baptist church lawn
more people are going to entrust
to be the world's largest controlled parking space. K major
"Those of us who have learned thelr funds to life Insurance com
Friday at 2 o'clock.
portion of this area, in which more than 7.000 care can be
ROCKLAND
40f. MAIN ST.,
our lesson, as I am sure milliens panies that have demonstrated in
Mr. and Mrs Edward B Nrwcombe
parked, is within a block’s walk of the Exposition’s two main
have, will save and invest far more the last few years that they have
who have been on a two weeks’ visit
Over Czie Hardware Co.
Tel. 254
entrances, at 18th and 23rd streets.
. .
carefully and intelligently than we the sound management and the ex
with relatives of Mrs. Newcombe in
have
in
the
past.
We
shall
seek
perience
to
take
care
of
It.
”
Warwick, N. Y., and their former
THOMASTON
_____

CONCRETE STREETS
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$
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QUINN-HAMMOND

OCl ETY.

Miss Eleanor Hammond. RN. of
Rockland and Newark, N. J„ and
James Quinn of Bellville, N. J., were
quietly married at the home of
Rev. Percy Raynor of York, Me.
Monday evening, Aug. 28. Single
ring service being performed. The
bride and groom were attended by
the former’s sister. Genelce, cf York
and Washington D. C., and Stacy
Caldwell of Portsmouth, N. H.; also
by the bride's mother.
A reception was given at th? sum
mer home of Hon. and Mr.s. Horace
Lee Washington of Washington.
D. C. The couple left Wednesday
for Newark, N. J„ with th? best
wishes of many friends.

ANNUAL CHARITY CONCERT

THREE HUNDRED CHILDREN
Religious Festival In This City Was Fine Demonstration

The third annual charity concert | hutz for thc continuance of her
of the Camden-Rockport Lions Club I musical education.
Last year Mr. Blcom was heard as
takes place Friday evening at 8.15
I a violinist. In this concert he will
at Camden Opera House, the artists appear ln a new role—that of violist.
to be William Harms, pianist; Celia (Tlie viola ls th? intermediary in
Gomberg and Ethel Stark, violinists; strument between the violin and
James Bloom, violist; Maryjane violoncello). His marked musical
Mayhew, harpist; Victor Gottlieb, gift is shown in his viola playing.
cellist, and Esmeralda Mayes, acMiss Mayhew, born in Los An-

Of Rural Education

COMMUNITY CHEST

This Campaign Is To Raise
$3000 By Voluntary Subscnptions

! Rockland’s Community Chest is enImportant and significant in the' ting high standards and ideals—she gaged in a canvass to raise $3000 for
present day activities was the Re- I acknowledges a debt of thanks to Mrs. ; the help of the Home for Aged Womligious Festival held at the Con- Berry. Mrs. Morgan and Mr. Wyllie en and to retain here the service of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc
--------Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gregational Church Thursday under for bringing the added Inspiration ot the Red Cross, which without this
Mrs. Kenneth White is visiUng Miss
gladly received.
the auspices of the Knox County As- their music. And with good right she l immediate help must be withdrawn—
TELEPHONE _____ __________ 770 or 7M Mary Wallace in Stonington.
sociation for Rural Religious Edu- feels proud of the boys and girls who which would be a calamity, in parcation. Miss Margaret McKnight, re- reverently and well presented the tlcular to thc less fortunate classes of
Walter V. Wentworth and family of
John Curry and Victoria Curry left
ligious director, was in charge, and truths that they have been learning, the city.
Old Town were in the city yesterday
for Boston Friday and on their re
lt was due to hcr fine leadership and
Too much cannot be said of the Tlie following contributions have
turn will be accompanied by their James H. McNamara Is expected
the unselfish work she has put into wonderful work being done by Miss been received. Others may be sent
this phase of religious work that McKnight in this rural religious edu- either to the Chamber of Commerce
brother Orrle.
(from Eagle Rock, Va. tomorrow.
success marked the occasion ln a cational work. Few can realize the or to this paper. Checks should be
Rev. Charles D. Crane, who has
notable manner.
extent of her service unless one can made payable to Community Chest.
Mrs. Clara Orff of Jefferson was a
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Perry of j spent the summer with Mr. and
Children numbering well up to 300 see the children involved ln the dll- Received to date:
visitor in thc city Friday.
Jersey Citv are in the citv for a few Mrs. Kennedy Crane, and among
reported at the church, representing ferent communities gathered together Mr and Mrs. Wm. T. Cobo
$25.00
days, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Lucius j Rockland friends by whom he is hela
Clark Island, East Friendship and > such as 'they were on Thursday, and Leroy Chatto ............................. 1.00
Mrs. William Metcalf who has Perry.
in high regard, left todav for Alstead
Hatchet Cove, George's River School, then of course they were r.ot 100 per Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Blodgett.... 10 00
been guest of her son Maynard,
N. H . where he will visit at t.he farm
Hop? Corner and Payson School, cent strong. The children arc all dear w. S. Rounds ......... ............ :.... 5.00
Mr. and Mrs. James Moran and of another son, C. D. Crane, Jr.
left Sunday for her home in Everett,
Lawry. North Warren. Benner Hill, to her—she knows them all by name— Miss Addie Rogers .................... 1.00
children who have b?en visiting Mrs.
Mass.
Glencove, Old County road, Rockville, and her wish is that each and every Miss Kate Wendell .................... 5.00
Moran's mother. Mrs Mary K. Eaton.!
Mr. and Mrs. P. P. Bicknell and
Simonton Corner,
Spruce Head, one will play an important part in Mrs. W W. Gregory ................... 5 00
Rev and Mrs. Harry Leach and I Frederick street., have returned to | sons
Billy and David return today
Wheeler's Bay and
Bassic^ South ufc and carrying on the word of Edna Gregory ............................. 2.00
daughters Marian and Virginia, who Hyde Park, Mass.
from Rangeley where they spent the
Thomaston Rural School, Stickney QOd.
Auxiliary Huntley-Hill Post,
have been at Pleasant Beach for sev
Corner, Stone School, Cushing, South
The committees were: Ho: less. Miss
Mrs. F. B. Martin, son Austin and weekend and holiday.
eral weeks plan to return to Hacken
V. F. W. .... ............................. 500
Warren
and
Broad
Cove.
East
Union.
A
iena
Young,
chairman,
Mrs.
W.
S.
daughter Athea have returned to
sack, N. J., this week.
Carrie E. Brainerd ..................... 10.00
Head
of
the
Lake,
Shepherd
Hill
and
Rounds,
Mrs.
C.
E.
Brooks,
Mrs.
L.
G.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert
Hall
had
as
Philadelphia after visiting Mrs. O.
South Hope. Pleasantville and Wil- perry; supper committee, Mrs. H. V. Evelyn M Hix .......................... 25.00
guests over th? weekend Mr. and
Rev. and Mrs. L. G. Perry and i Larsen of 14 Frederick street.
lardham. Best "bibs and tuckers Tweedie, chairman. Mrs. C. Alton__ __
___
Mrs. Herbert LeavitX and Mr. and
10.00
daughter Betty were in Bar Harbor
were in evidence, and happier faces Palmer, Miss Ada B. Young, Mtss
d Mrs W1|lls Ayer
Mrs. Willard Nesbit and son Willard
Rev.
and
Mrs.
L.
W.
Spencer
and
1000
for the weekend, guests of Miss Alta
could not have 'been found the Mabel Seavey, Mrs. Emma Sherman
_
,
I son who have been visiting Mrs. of Woodfords.
Perry.
world
over.
and
Mrs.
Ida
Simmons;
exhibit
oi
Mrs
8adlc
Dcnnl£<>n
............
“
100
Spencer's parents in Rockland and
Many
visitors
inspected
the
handihandiwork.
Mrs.
Mae
Perry;
marshals
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
O.
Fuller
10.00
Miss
Belle
Spring
who
has
had
Man.'nsville,
left
today
for
North
Miss Louise Dolliver has as guest a
50.00
work exhibit ln tbe vestry under the Of parade. Rev. C. E Brooks and Rev I Central Maine Power Co.
apartments at the E. H. Crie house
former classmate at Gorham Normal I Scituate R. I. ____
charge of Mrs Mac Perry. Here were , p w. Barton; ushers. Miss Carol E L Toner ......................
5 00
for the summer returned to Fall
School, Miss Ruth Clay of Lincoln.
displayed excellently arranged note , Qardner and Miss Constance Snow; | ’
„..
n ,
Miss Harriet O'Brien returned [ River yesterday to resume her duties
10.00
n
~.............
books, scrap books, and striking pos pianists with groups. Clark Island.
Mcnday to Danburv Conn., to resume , as teacher of English in the high
10.00
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A.: Morton teaching in the Normal training school.
ters made by the scholars, both indi Mrs Charles Simpson; Hope Corner. Caroline Jameson ..........
have returned from an extended visit schcol.
2 00
vidual and by groups. Notable among Mrs Esther Herrick; East Union, Miss A Friend ............................
in Norway.
the posters were one entered by the Biller. Guest artists: Vocalists. Mrs p \v Fuller
5.00
Mr and Mrs Willard S""'all and
Rockville school illustrating "The Morgan and Mr Wyllie. pianist. Miss M
E p Olover
Mr. and Mrs. Donald O'Connor of family of Newport spent the week
1000
Lewis Herzog and family who havc Pawtucket were guests over the end and holiday with Mr. and Mrs
Parable of the Sower" and one by the Bitler of Northampton. Mass ; organ
I Senter Crane Co......................... 2a 00
been summering in North Haven, re weekend of Mrs. Kat.'e Murphy at Lester Plummer and other Rockland
Clark Island group "Feed My Birds." ist, Mrs. E. F. Berry.
turned tc New York yesterday
-----------------Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Buffum ...... 25 00
Rockland Highlands. Mr. O'Connor , relatives.
is a cousin of Mrs. Murphv and they J
After the children had marched to Mrs. A —Did you enjoy your trip to Mrs Lottie Hall ........................ 2.00
Cpportunity Class meets Thursday had not met before ln 32 years. A
the auditorium. Mrs. E. F. Berry at the mountains?
Mfs R R Raton......... 1000
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Marsh have
evening at 7.30 at thc First Baptist trip to Cadillac Mountain featured had as guests Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
the organ played in her usual artistic j Mrs. B.—Did I! Why, my dear, Il
manner Handel's "Largo" and Rubin- won six bridge prizes, got recipes for Elizabeth G Messer ................. 25.00
parlors, with Mrs. Louise Ingraham the visit.
Davis of Dorchester. Mass, and
and Mrs. Zona Mattatall as hostesses.
—
stein's "Melody In F." An inspiring three new cakes, and It rained so hard Mrs. Lillian B Mortland ......... 10.00
Alonzo Davis of Cutler.
MLs Florence E. Shibles enter
Take patchwork pieces and finished
call to worship service was conducted j didn't have to leave the porch more j Dr. If. W. Frohock .................. 5.00
tained friends at The Thorndike; Mr. and Mrs. V. A. Leach and
embracing Scripture, responsive read- than twice during my whole stay.
squares.
C. H. Duff .................................. 1000
grill recently at a farewell partv for family who have been spending thc
ing and song. Prayer was oflered by
-----------------Mrs. Fred R. Spear ................... 10.00
Mr
and
Mrs.
Earl
Young.
who
have
Rcv.
Walter
S.
Rounds.
An
oflering
j
Lire
’
s
ACTIVITIES
month
of
August
at
the
Allen
cot

Mrs. D. E. Ball and daughter. Miss
was taken to care for the expenses oi I
------Rcv. E. O. Kenyo n............. -..... 5.00
Lucy Ball, spent the weekend returned to their horn? tn Haddon tage at Megunticook Lake have re
the day and also to help cover the '
IFor The Courler-Oazette |
ln Millinocket, guests of Mr. and Mrs. field. N. J. The guests included Mr turned
George B. Wendell, East Mil
and Mrs. Earl Young. Miss Marga
expenses of the summer Bible school. We oft pause to scan humanity's van.
Percy Pinnette.
ton, Mass............. . .................. 5.00
Marjorie
Mayhew,
Harpiit
ret Ycung. Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Alter
Mrs.
Gladys
Morgan
had
sung
Representing
life's
busy
throng,
Mr and Mrs. Robert Paul and
"Life's Perfect Promise" and Rev. Hu- Wp »"fPle««-«J to see some happy and A Friend
1.00
The Methebesec Club is having an Ludwig, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth three children were at the Bicknell
But sad to see many go wrong.
! Dr. and Mrs. E. B. Howard
500
other of its popular summer outings White. Mr. and Mrs. Leon White. cottage. Alford's Lake over the companisk With this arrav of bril geles, began her studies of the harp bert F. Leach of Thomaston hod exSr.. Mr. and Mrs. Parker Stlmpson.
Thursday at the cottage of Mrs. E. Ccckev. Leon White Jr., and Miss weekend and holiday.
liant artists under the dire:tion of with Alfred Kastner of that city. tended greetings in a pleasing man A» wc watch thc va«t throng, aa rush-: Miss Annie Frye ........................ 5.00
Grace Rollins at Holiday Beach Ruth Staples. Refreshments were
Carlos
Salzedo. world famous harpist Later by rea'on of her great, talent ner, demonstrations and pageants oi
Mr. and Mrs. Alber*. Hale of Tewks
Some strive to make the world better.
C. Rhodes ........................ 10.00
she was admitted to the Curtis In the school work were presented by ttie
Mrs. Maude Blodgett is in charge of served and thc evening spent in bury.
Mass., visited Mrs. Elizabeth and head of the haro department stitute, continuing hcr studies with children.
While others Just llve. little comfort they Mrs Charles O Wclls, North
transportation.
give;
dancing—a specialty danc? being Richards Friday.
at the Curtis Institute ot Music, Lucille Lawrence and Mr. Salzedo.
The work of the primary groups
Quite willing to be the world's debtor
Haven .................................... 50.00
done bv Leon White. Sr. to the
Rcv. B P. Browne and family who strains of "The Glow-worm." which • Mrs. Luda Mitchell was the guest Philadelphia, the concert promises She is a musician of fine intelligence. was particularly interesting as many The lambs of the flock leap up on
Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea
to
b?
one
of
the
most
distinguished
Mr.
Gottlieb
was
born
in
Phila

of
the
children
are
still
at
a
very
ten

havc beer, al Cooper's Beach for sev was sung by Mrs. Kenneth White.
rock.
of friends in Portland for the week musical events of a summer that has delphia of Russian parentage. While der age. The Spruce Head Bible
And bunt one another In play;
Co............................................
eral weeks will return to Winchester.
end.
embraced many notable corcerts.
quite young his great love for music School presented dramatization oi The bird In the tree, so happy and free. A Friclld
2.00
Mass., this week.
Mr. and Mrs. A. P Haines spent
Is singing a beautiful lay.
Mr. Harms is a native of Kansas, showed itself, particularly for the "The Talents" and "Polly and Pan;"
the weekend and holiday at Saint
Mr. ar.d Mrs J. Lester Sherman 10 00
Mr. and Mrs. Thurston Blodgett and is acclaimed as Josef Hofmann's violoncello, and when he was onlj- the Georges River School, hymn
a pleasure to see the Industrious bee I
Mrs. Harvey Pease and son Alan 'John. N. B
who hav? been visiting Mrs. Blod star pupil. He ls a member of the seven his father bought for his boy stories of Jesus with Scripture read It'sGather
Miss Marcia Farwell ............... 10.00
honey from morning till eve;
have returned to Wiscasset after
gett's parents, Mr. and Mrs. V. A. piano faculty at the Curtis Insti a small 'cello, and had lessons com ing and pictures; the Clark Island Drones In thelr hive can't prosper nor Miss Edith Bicknell
......... 2 0(1
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Upham who Leach, and other relatives in the tute. a tribute in itself to hls art menced. From the very first he dis Junior Boys and Girls gave a splendid
spending several days with Mr and
500
They must either labor or "leave"
Caroline O Carpenter........
Mrs. S D. Crosby at Thc Highlands. havc been guests of Mr. and Mrs vicinity for several weeks, returned and Mr. Hofmann's confidence ln th? played unusual talent, and when thc dramatization of “Synagogue School,'•
Ralph L. Smith. Broad street, and to New York Sunday.
5 00
youth. He has attracted favorable family moved back to Philadelphia, and the Hope Corner Sunday school | Wc arc told in thc Book to go take a Frances Forchhelmer
Mr. and Mrs. G. L. St. Clair had as i others in this vicinity, have returned
attention from important, musical the lad took the examination at the gave a most interesting pageant cn- , At th(, #n,
25
00
Winifred
S.
Leighton
she's building her
Mrs. Anne Beverage of North critics, and is regarded as one of the Curtis Institute, and has worked for titled "Ood's Children All" tn which '
house guests for the weekend and to Quincy, Mass.
mound;
e K. Leighton ........
25.00
Haven
is
the
guest
of
her
sister.
holiday Mr. and Mrs. E. E. Stoddard
most promising young pianists be flve years under the eminent English the various races and nationalities j Not a moment »he wastes, but back and' '
Mrs Wilson B. Keene and Mrs Mrs. Emma Thurston at. The High fore the public today. He has ap cellist, Felix Salmond. Mr. Gott under the banner of Ood were depict- | Brl„Xh
1.00
Bt „ch round
A ™end
and son. Richard. Capt. and Mrs.
Rulh
G
Bird
of
Montclair.
N.
J
.
ar

lands.
J. A. Stevens and daughter Kath
Miss Lena Miller ...................... 300
peared as soloist in Curtis concerts lieb ls a member of the Casimir and ed. The pageants and dramatiza
erine. and Mr and Mrs. Fred Leach rive tomorrow to spend a f?w days
since becoming a Rockport spmmer Elbee String Quartettes, and has tions were prettily costumed so that 1 There's a lesson to learn at life's every e. L. Brown
10.00
with Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Gurdy.
Miss Gertrude Lunt of French- resident in 1929. and has many per successfully ccr.certized In Pennsyl the presentations were colorful and ■ Pront1"”\jm.i. inwet and bird:
and daughter Virginia.
_____
P. M Kittredge .......................... 2 00
boro who has been guest of Miss sonal friends and admirers in this vania. Maryland. Delaware and New
pleasJlg to thc eye as well as to the There Is much to be done. Willie sblnetb rim a EYurv
Mr and Mrs. Carl Brown of Whit Esther Nickerson for a few days has vicinity.
1000
ear. The work of the children was
the sun.
*Jr' and Mt- ™
........
Dr. and Mrs. Perley Damon spent insville,
Jersey.
Mass., and friends have
5.00
Miss Stark was born in Canada.
thc weekend and holiday at "Moody's been stopping at the Narrangansett gone to Boston to resume her po
hP»rdMrs. Mary B. H. Seaverns ......
Mrs. Mayes was born ln Atlanta. particularly Interesting from the | Ere cur,cw from belfr» '»
sition as credit manager at the
500
Whim," G'-crges River.
point that many of them had never [ But what shall we do with the indolent Mr. and Mrs Henry Keating
Hotel while calling on friends in Houghton-Dutton store.
been in that church, not even for a
crew?
Mrs. Ellen C. L. Clark _____
4.00
Rockland and vicinity.
rehearsal, and many had never wor- j No8,h;!t;'th1^l^me.'‘n jTd« Zet Clinton H. Crane ........
Miss Eda Knowlton who has been
25 00
Miss Mary Lawry went Friday to
spending a month at hcr former
shipped in a church . Despite this, | Though It lessens our larder’s supp
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Thurston mo Peterboro, N. H where sh? will be
Mrs. Mary H Wardwcll
10.00
Rcckland home ha.- let.rnrd to Win tored to Rangeley Lakes Sunday.
there wes a smoothness, an earnest- I
. .
at the Sargent camp for a month
- avnru ' For brothers we are. lf unknown or
1500
McDougall-Ladd Co........
chester, Mass., where she is director
ness.
a
dignity
in
the
work
of
every
i
gtar
before returning to Boston to con
500
F. D. Alden ....................
of religious "Jut-ttS'i in the 3aptist j Miss Mabel Felch of Whitinsville. tinue her studies at the Sargent
child that drove home the sincerity
Is the one walking close at our side
25 00
imbued through Miss McKnight's en- I For inn made
Church.
Mass, was a guest of Mr. and Mrs. School of Physical Education.
a, m sa 1 : us all. both the great and -No Name —
the small.
James Diamond for the weekend
So the Star for the weak must provide. Iawrence Portland Cement Co. 50 00
Mr. and Mrs. E L. Brown
10 00
Miss Mae Johnston whe was the i and holiday.
Mayor and Mrs. C. M. Richardson
lf by brain or band-work we
Benediction was pronounced bv Rev. i Beside,attain
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs Wm T. White ... 10 00
’ had as Sunday gu?sts Mr. and Mrs.
R. H. Moyle of Union, after which the
W. A. Johnston, fer thc month of Au- I Miss Esther Nickerson entertained L. E. Strons of Waterville.
To realms above poverty's door.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W Sheldon ... 10.00
youngsters marched down Main street 'Twill give pleasure untold w.ien de_
gust ha.< returned to Dover. Dei. mo- i at dinner Friday night aboard the
erepit
and
old.
and over Elm to the Universalist and Harking back to our kindness of yore. Mrs. Ella P Grimes ............ ... 10 00
torlng there with h-’i brother, At'in yacht Emily in honor of Edward M
Miss Elizabeth Philbrook. who has
Methodist Churches where appetiz- !
Johnston, and Rccomprnted by Miss I Dart of Providence and John Bell of been spending thc summer with her
W. R Walter.
_ , , ,
$754.00
I Total to date ..................
Ii j suppers were served—an abund- 1 North Waldoboro.
Eleanor Kost of Carlisle, Pa., who had Lexington. Mass, who sail today for grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. W. O
ar.ee of wholesome well cooked food,!
England to resume their studies at Fuller, left todav for her home in
been her guest.
Oxford University. Other guests Brookline. Mass, where she will com
and especially of frosted cake. The
Christian flag was carried at the hi ad
Nights at x.oo.
Mrs A M Moody and Mrs. Perley W’ere Misses Virginia Snow and plete the vacation period before re
All Seats. Nights
of the long precession by Albert Hill
Matinee
and Matinee,
suming hcr studies at University ol ,
Damon are leaving by motor this , Lucy French and Stanley Boynton.
Kalardav, Z 30,
of
North
Warrcn.
CO ernls and
morning Ior Virginia. They are ac I WALKED IN MY DREAM GARDEN Maine.
Daylight Time
Supper disposed of, 'the visitors rc- j
SI IMt
Phone
companied by Fred Matthews who is '
turned
to
the
church
for
the
evening
i
Skowhegan
431
pins tag
Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Russell, daugh
to enter thc Elks Home at Bed- j I walked In my dream garden.
services. Beautiful and impressive
ter Priscilla and grandson Roland
Oatherlng a bouquet.
lord, Va.
All Tbif Week—Matinne Saturday
Red and white phlox with dream flowers of Houlton, and Mrs. T. Henry Ruswas thc rendition of the 24th Psalm. .
blue,
antiphonally spoken and sung, the
That Great Play
;ell of Brewer were guests Sunday
Dr. Bradford Adams and family National colors of emblems true.
East Union, Spruce Head. Stickney
of Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Page at Rose
“COQUETTE"
return to Springfield, Mass., today
Listening I heard a cricket's song
Corner, and Georges River Bible
after spending several weeks at Owl's Which carried me back to days long Hill Farm.
with
GRACK
STAEEOItl)
schools taking part. Following prayer
gone.
Head. They are accompanied by Miss
by Rcv. E H Timberlake of Friend
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Drinkwater, son
A
little
girl
sang
In
a
crowded
haU
All Next Week—Special Engagement of
Edith Morse and Miss Viola Joy.
"The Crickets Song." a pleasure to all.
ship and thc oflering service, Chester
Edward and daughter Deborah of
The words I forget lt has been so long. Brewer werc weekend guests of Mrs.
TOM keene;
Wyllie
of
Warrcn
sang
the
evening
Mrs. Linwood Rogers who is But this Is the chorus of >he song.
hymn “Jesus, Tender Shephfrd, Hear
Famous Film Star in
Willard Fales.
spending several weeks at the Mc "Listen to the cricket's song
Me," his appealing tenor voice great
“GOOOBTE againLoon cottage. Pleasant Bcach, has , Singing on the hearth.
Heman Seavey of Brewer was the
ly pleasing everyone present. The
RecoHectlons
fondly
bring
Last Season's Outstanding Comedy Success
had as guests Mrs. Daisy Gallup and '
weekend
guest
of
hls
son
William
candle
lighting
service
by
the
Hope
Those happy days of mirth.
with LEONA POWERS
Miss Mary Clarke, of Fort Fairfield. Listen to the cricket's song
Corner Sunday school was a vivid pic
, Seavey.
Singing there tonight.
And Other Lakewood Favorites
ture on behalf of temperance.
Could
I
only
call
them
back
Elmer (Toppy) Bird Is home from
Mrs. Margaret Robinson Mrh.
Omitted in the afternoon. th«'
Those happy days so bright."
Medomak Camp.
Dancing, I.akewejil Country Club, Sept. 8, Gene Sammareo and Ills
Addie Rogers and daughter Miss
Iiageant "The Children's King," with
I recall the ancient adage
Margaret Rogers who havc been
Orchestra
its
beautiful
Hosanna
song,
was
fine

old folks gave to me—
Mr. and Mrs. E. K Leighton left The
.'■pending the past month at. Isle au
ly given by the East Union Bible I
"The cricket always brings good luck.
Saturday for a few days’ cruise in Wealth and prosperity.’
Haut have returned.
.chool, Mrs. Berry at the piano in
their yacht Korona. They havc a? So I listen to hls singing
place of Mi' s Jeanette Bitler. Who ■
And
gather
my
dream
flowers.
gucsts Mr and Mrs. E. M. Jette of Thanking my heavenly Father
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Vose who werc
was unable to remain for the evening
New York.
the guests of Mr. Vose's sister, Mrs. j
service. The Stickney Corner Bible
For all my happy hours.
Delora E. Morrill. 1 Charles Brown at Rumford over thc
TODAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY
school presented the pageant "They ,
Rockport.
' weekend and holiday, returned Mon- J
Mrs. Dorothy Lawrence returns to
Who Weave," the direct simplicity cf '
Aurora. N. Y„ today to resume her du
the lines and action clearly portray- J
day- .
_____
T he Public Demand
William Harms, Pianist
ties as dietitian at Wells College, after
ing the flve mothers—the mother ot |
Mrs. R. L. Jones, son Allen
spending several weeks with her
I hat They Appear Together Again
Joseph, Mary of Nazareth, the Cru- (
daughter Marguerite and Waldo receiving her musical education at Bcfore her marriage to Dr. May«s sading mother, the pioneer mothermother, Mrs. G. H. Blethen.
Crosby of Hyannis, Mass, were week the Curtis Institute, from which sh: of St. Louis, sh? toured for many all choosing the colors with which to
end'guest.', of Mrs. Addie Allen.
Supt. and Mrs. E. L. Toner and son
graduated as a pupil of Mme. Lea years as Mile. Esmathilde in concert weave the characters of their sons—
and Lyceum work. Playing both the all speaking to thc modern mother of
Charles motored to Orono Sunday to
Miss Jane Wilson is spending the Luboshutz. Although very young violin and piano, she has appeared the high responsibility which ls hers.
spend the day with relatives.
Miss Stark has concerted exten as violin soloist with the St. Louis
week at Hyannis and Boston.
sively in the Unitod States and Cana | and Chicago symphony orchestras. "Out of the Bible" was thc final
Miss Mary Bird who has been visit
pageant, this by the Clark Island
E’ten W. Porter is (Jown from New da, and has had th? privilege of ap For the past 15 years she has been school,
IN
ing in Pennsylvania since completing
the Old and New Testament
pearing as soloist with symphony piano azeompanist for the St. Louis
York
cn
a
brief
holiday
visit.
hcr summer course at Columbia is
|
characters
stepping
from
between
thc
orchestras in Montreal, Toronto, and Symphony Orchestra, and staff
FUT-FREQUENT SCHEDULES
expected home this week.
covers of the large Bible at the call of
Mrs. Jasper Rawley, Miss Made in Philadelphia.
cr'.'st of fUdio stations KSD and
Religious Education and Imagination,
FROM
ROCKLAND
Miss Oomberg is a Boston girl, KMOX In St. Louis.
lyn Rawley of this city and Mr. and
Miss Madeline Bird who has been
Mrs. Robert. Blanche of Augusta nnd also a nupll of Mine. Lubcshutz.
One price for the tickets- through all centering at the close upon the
TO
spending the summer with her
spent the weekend and holiday at She has been affiliated with various out thc house has been named—a striking representation of the Namother, Mrs Jennie Bird, left Sunday
chamber music groups besides ap rmall pric?, too. Those In Rockland 1 tlvlty.
BOSTON
SQ .5. Littl? Deer Isle.
a • • •
You havc laughed and erird with Marie
for Trenton, N. J„ to resume teach
pearing as soloist in concert and who wish to attend mav procure
1 Hour 40minutes *9.05 A.M.
Miss McKnight expresses gratitude
ing. she was accompanied by Mrs.
Miss Beatrice Cusson has returned over the radio. Mtss Oomberg has tickets by calling Mrs. Morgan, tele
lire u!rr in “Min and Bill," “Emir*,” “Pro lo the hast churches, to the Masonic
Bird. They will rj-end a few days
to Philadelphia after a brief stay traveled abroad with Mme. Lubos- phone 794.
.50
ferity" and a dozen other triumphs. You've
body for its courtesy, to Mrs. E D.
with Mr. and Mrs. William C. Bird
in Rcckland and a visit to the neigh
PORTLAND
Spear for lilt flowers which decora t- I
ln Holyoke. Mass., and then qo oil to
40 minutes *9.05 A. M.
boring islands aboard t.he yacht of their tenth wedding anniversary. A
cheered Wallace Beery in “Hc'l Divers,"
■ ed the church, to the hostess commit
ROCKPORT
Trenton where Mrs. Bird will remain
Molunkus Van Squirt.
purse was presented to the couple
"Grand Itotrl"—end in “Min aril El'l," too.
tee, the supper committees and all
for a few weeks with her daughter.
The
schco
’
.
s
ln
town
reopened
to

.00
and also a very appropriate gift of
BANGOR
Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Wall are a tin rolling pin. made and presented day for th? fall term with these teach others who aided in this pleasant task ;
But wrap all the!r past surer! er In'o one
30 Minutes *6.15 P. M
“
Miss Virginia Clark of Cape Eliza
driving a new Escex Terraplane thes? by E R. Brock. Refreshments which ers: West Side, Hoboken, Hortense , of giving the children supper; to the
and
you have this, the outstanding achieve
I
many
men
and
womdn
who
provided
beth was the weekend guest of Miss
days and on Tuesday evening they Included a bride's cake with the Bohndell; East Side, sub primary,
RESERVATIONS
Phone Rockland 92 ticket agent
left on their customary ride. As miniature bride and groom, were first and second grades, Mrs. Wilma transportation ar.d accompanied the
Louise Dolliver. Miss Clark and Miss
ment
of their screen careers!
Rockland, Me., or nny tourist or
scon as they left, friends took pos served.
Rhodes; third and fourtli grades. Mrs I children; to The Courier-Gazette for
Dolliver were room-mates at Gorham
travel bureau or hotel porter.
generous
space
in
its
columns
lor
ad

Veda Brown; fifth and sixth. Miss
session of their home and trans
Normal Schol.
COME EARLY AND GET A SEAT
LOW ROUND TRIP FARES
formed t.he rooms into a veritable
Mildred Graffam; seven, eighth vance notices; to Messrs. Maxey,
•Daily. (Daylight Time)
A
policeman
stopped
a
farmer
and
and ninth. Raymond Perkins. High Philbrook and Seavey for their kind
flower garden. When. Henry and
Comfortable rcoms, transient or
Taxi Service
School, Sydney Snow, with Mrs. Kora help in preparing the scene for the
Jesric stepped on the porch, lights asked to se? his game license
regulars, 493 Main street, the Bick
Matinees 2 p in. Ev'g, 6.45Between Airport and business center
"But
this
is
last
year
’
s
license,
”
In carrying out the
available if desired.
Farmer and Miss Doris Ballard as pageants.
P.ocded the rooms and the radio was
ConLnnous Saturday
nell, southern apartments, two floors.
(STRAFFED.
assistants.
Wert Rockport, Miss thought movltating thts festival—that
turned on and the Walls family said the policeman.
Regular rooms $3 00 and $3.50 per
2.00 P. M. TO 10.30 P. M
"I know,” was the reply, “I’m only Fdith Wall. Simonton, Miss Pearl of enlarging the background of the
realized they were being tendered a
week. Phone 740. Mrs. Susan Foss.
scholars, giving them new vision, set“sprise party,” in observance of aiming at birds I missed last year.” Waldron.
105-107
In addition to personal notes regard-I Miss Nellie Withee of Portland ls
™gn?epe£uc[:r,y^r.*,siting her sister, Miss Helen Withee,

r

MARIE DRESSLER
WALLACE BEERY

TUGBOAT ANNIE

M
M

B-M AIRWAYS, IRC.

W IDOW'S ISLAND

S

Every-Other-Day
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THE REALM OF MUSIC

Tenants Harbor Days

Query About It Calls Forth

//

Recollections of An Old-

I wouldn't drive a car without

iTme Visit There
I "Years following years steal some1 thing eve:y day. says Horace, and
Gladys St. Clair Morgan
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
the past fifty years have stolen
"A Constant Reader" inquired
nearly all the sailing vessels from about Widow's Island, and doubtless
&& s-4>'s
the Atlantic coast.
Old programs are evidently catch-'testants become that the entire open "May '29. 1883—Schrs. Golden will receive many answers.
The first time I ever :>aw this
ing popular interest, as some more ing day was occupied in preliminary
have found their way to tills column, contests. Of ballad singers more Rule. Pushaw and Susan Ross sailed island I was on my way to Ellsworth
AN INTERVIEW WITH CAPT. FRANK DOUGHTY, 91 VESPER ST., PORTLAND, ME,
Heie is one dated Easter Sunday, (than a score appeared, the youngest for Bangor about noon with as much accompany;xlgf a delegation of Orand
19nl oi the Pratt Memorial Episco- a lad of six, the oldest a mountaineer wind as they wanted.
Army delegates from Rockland on
pal Church—an evening program soon to be 78. Fiddlers, both left and
June 8—Thick fog tonight, came in their way to Ellsworth to witness the
presenting
"The
Resurrection," right handed, banjo pickers, both about. 6 p. m. as thick as mud.
dedication of the soldiers' monu
Charles Fonteyn Manney's cantata "plectrum and thumb strummers.
Then follows nearly a week of ment in that city. No. I was not a
which still appears in many churches clog dancers, both men and women,
cn Easter Sunday
Mrs. Carrie again representing an age-range from entries. Thick fog all day — foggy member of the G A R I was really
Burpee Shaw was at the organ, and six to almost a century, square dance yet—more fog—all fog of late, thick too young. I have seen that monu
Look at the Brakes when
. oloists were Miss Lotta F Skinner, groups, dressed in a galaxy of moun- as mud this morning.
ment twice since. I have made some
Ur W V Hanscom. Miss Florence A taln colors and costumes, and digniJune 14—Pleasant this morning. inquiries in Ellsworth t.i try to And
you "look at All Three”
Clarke. Mrs A. A Shepherd. Miss fled ensembles offering folk hymns in
0U[
da.’ of the dedication, bu:
Lucy F. Ames and Mrs. H. N. Me-. the sombre yet lovely modes of the . wind
_ N W.
. for
. a ,rarity,_ fresh breeze
.
OR 17 years, Capt. Doughty has
Lougall. Others appearing in the centuries past—all gathered to enjoy [ Every harbor from Bangor down faded i was young, mother says)
sailed out of Portland harbor. Now
chcius were Miss Beatrice Stevens. their just heritage of Anglo-Saxon j to Seal Harbor, in back of White, nine But j >hlnk probablv older
adays, you'll see him sailing around
Head. had lts quota of fog bound Qn the flrft occasion j carried and
Miss Maggie E Perry. Miss Ruth L. music to the utmost.
Portland streets in the Plymouth sedan
Curtis. Miss Hetty Arietta Smalley. «
amusing to note the
offerings
Winners
in ,I ‘umber laden schooners bound to piayed On tor at) a snare drum,
that’s pictured at the right.
Mi Elizabeth Plummer, Miss Lillian ot th* various groups.
singing received their'tbe wert'ard. and here was their on the other two occasions I also
**av BaRcr M’ss IcLi Winslow Miss tne ballad
oailaa sinking
Why a Plymouth ? "Out at sea.a man
Effie Maud Sylvester Miss Margaret awards by giving The Two Sisters. | chance to get along as far as the pad a 'snare drum, as I was with
has room to maneuver out of trouble,"
G Stahl. Mrs L. N Littlehale. Miss The Hou5e Carpenter. Come All Yc, nor'wester would carry them to- the Paragon Button Corporation
says the Captain. "On land . . . you
Vivian Billings. Miss Wlllena Lothrop. F^lr. and Tcnde: Ladies. In Addle wards Boston. New York. Philadel- Band of Waldoboro playing at the
have to be able to stop in your tracks!"
Mi's Edith Kiliman. Mr Uttlehalei P’VtaR first prize was WOO with Miaphia.
New Ellsworth Fair grounds/ The
So hydraulic brakes win another
Harry H Hanscom. Mr. McDougall. s^_lpp.‘. SaW?TL
£•’;
In bygone years I have stood in flrst time of these two occasions at
friend. Because they "stop you on a
tier
(tie);
second
with
Poor
Man's
William J. McDougall, George K
front of R Long & Son's store after the dedication of the grounds, a four
dime." They are self-equalizing.
Rcblnson. E. Roy Smith. Arthur L. Troubles In the folk hymn singing
Orne, Dr. R W Bickford and Charles Wondrous Love carried off first hon just such a spell and seen schooners day engagement. ,
No other low-priced car offers you
or* and an interpretation of Israel come out by White Head as fast as
But this is net Widow's Island,
B. Robinson.
hydraulic brakes. No other low-priced
ites won second.
you could count them. I cannot This small island lies near the outer
car offers you the combination of
Another Easter program of the
• • • •
Eloating Power engine mountings,
prove that statement by Elmer, but end of Fox Island Thoroughfare
'.'.mi' church is dated April 30. 1905
A son was born Aug. 17 to Lawrence
safety-steel bodies, rigid-X frame.
I can by Deacon Kalloch. Going up At the time I first saw i'. it was
“I know something about mechanics. And I'm proud to show my new
Mrs. Shaw was organist at that time. Tibbett, baritone of the Metropolitan
Plymouth... because it’s not only trim-look ing hut sturdy and dependable.**
river
on
St.mr.
Belfast
last
month
owned
by
Uncle
Sam,
and
perhaps
In short... no other low-priced car
and a quartet consisting of Miss Opera, and Mis. Tibbett. Tlie sing•
•
•
offers you the balance of comfort,
Standard: 2-door sedan $465; 4-door sedan $510; rumble coupe $485; bush
Edith Sampson. Mrs. Willard C. er's managers, Evans and Salter, re- we passed a two-masted schooner ot now is. Later the Slate of Maine
safety,
style
and
performance,
and
you
oess
coupe
$445.
De
Luxe:
2-door
sedan
$525;
4-door sedan $575; cons,
Pcoler. Lionel C Wilson and George celved this telegram: "Would like to 75 tons loaded with pulp wood for1 had control and there were newscoupe $595; rumble coupe $545; business coupe $495. All subject to change.
have only to "look at all three" to find
E Torrey sang Dudley Buck's "O engage you to manage a lusty seven Brewer. all lower sails set, yawl paper reports at '.he time that it was
See PLYMOUTH at the Chrysler Motor* Budding. ClMcago Century ot Progress
this out. Do that .. . before you buy.
Come Let Us Sing Unto the Lord." and a half pound bellow baritone boat with engine running under her to be used as a summer home for
In the evening Manney's "Resurrec- who made his debut this morning a:
WITH PATENTED
tion" was again presented, the solo- three at the Dante Sanatorium stern, making good weather of it on mildly insane patients.
But my most vivid recollection of
uts being Miss Skinner, Mr. Torrey. Father, mother and son doing spien- the flood. Upon our return she was
FLOATING POWER
anchored, as it was ebb tide. Anri Widows Island dates to ihe Novem-j
Mi. ; Hattie Carver, Mr. Wilson. Miss didly.”
Sampson.
• • • •
'.hat was the only sailing vessel wi ber Bale of 1898
The afternoon
’ ' *
,
Leonard Leibltng, editor of Musi- saw from Boston to Boston.
Thanksgiving Day. with the sea
INCREASE!) REVENUES
, in revenue, as compared with 1932,
•Bo? on is to have a conservatory cal Ccurier has this to oRer
water certainly was white and a
QUODDY PROJECT
This entry reads like a fairy tale.
fairlT smooth, the keeper of the
tlie amount saved for net railway opwhich aspires to be the worlds music -variations" of the issue of Aug. 26
bland met me at North Haven and trifle hubbly for several days.
I
--------June 22. 1883—Received a postal at dusT landed me on the island
ccntic. It will be established to carry
I was on this isiand twelve days EarHer Obstacles Seem To -Mta.re. Ca ru.,1
V”""’16M47 ,or
"Landed at the pier, and seeing a
tut “the sincere ideals and masterful
ing But Freight Does It
293.1%).
huge ana
NRA sign
sign ana
and many
many blue
, ,
_ .
. ,
■ uuge
oiue and I from W H. Crocker at Bucksport to- At that time I was employed as a to get in three days work on tha, old
Be Removed — Goes To
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